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Startlingly handsome, witty, fanatically loyal, charming, scary, and intensely sexual, Burt

Lancaster was the quintessential bête du cinéma, one of Hollywood's great stars. He was, as

well, an intensely private man, and he authorized no biographies in his lifetime. Kate Buford is

the first writer to win the cooperation of Lancaster's widow, close friends, and colleagues, and

her book is a revelation.Here is Lancaster the man, from his teenage years, bolting the

Depression-era immigrant neighborhood of East Harlem where he grew up for the life of a

circus acrobat -- then the electric New York theater of the 1930s, then the dying days of

vaudeville. We see his production company -- Hecht-Hill-Lancaster -- become the biggest

independent of the 1950s, a bridge between the studio era and modern filmmaking. With the

power he derived from it we see him gain a remarkable degree of control, which he used to

become the auteur of his own career. His navigation through the anti-Communist witch-hunts

made him an example of a star who tweaked the noses of HUAC and survived. His greatest

roles -- in Sweet Smell of Success, Elmer Gantry, Birdman of Alcatraz, The Swimmer, Atlantic

City -- kept to the progressive edge that had originated in the tolerant, diverse, reforming

principles of his childhood. And in the extraordinary complete roster of his films -- From Here to

Eternity, Gunfight at the O.K. Corral, Judgment at Nuremberg, The Leopard, 1900, and Field of

Dreams, among many others -- he proved to be both a master of commercial movies that

pleased a worldwide audience and an actor who pushed himself beyond stardom into

cinematic art. Kate Buford has written a dynamic biography of a passionate and committed

star, the first full-scale study of one of the last great unexamined Hollywood lives.
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page, this page, and this pagePrologueBritish director Alexander “Sandy” Mackendrick, nerves

raw from trying to shriek sense into a movie shoot that was out of control, threw up his hands

and cried, “Cut!” Bing Crosby had stumbled out the front door of Manhattan’s “21” Club on Fifty-

second Street into the middle of a scene from Sweet Smell of Success. In the back of a nearby

prop truck screenwriter Clifford Odets, typewriter on his lap and a blanket thrown over his

shoulders against the icy wind, glanced up at the commotion and continued punching out

dialogue for the next scene. It was January 1957, deep in the night.Waiting for the next set-up,

Tony Curtis paced nervously, pitching moves to Burt Lancaster, the star of the movie. “You

stand still,” he suggested, “and I’ll circle around you.” Mackendrick had told them to model this

key scene on the predatory dance in Ben Jonson’s Volpone: the slimy press agent Sidney

Falco orbits around Lancaster’s J.J. Hunsecker, the megalomaniacal, all-powerful newspaper

columnist who uses Falco to do his dirty work in exchange for printing the agent’s gossip

“items.” But Curtis preferred the good old Laurel and Hardy routine: “You take the shovel, I’ll

take the bucket. No, you take the shovel.…” Lancaster, silent, older, stared down at him

through his thick prop spectacles and said, “Do whatever you want, kid.”The camera rolled for

their first take. Hunsecker walked to the edge of the sidewalk and sucked in the night air. “I love

this dirty town,” he barked, Lancaster’s famous voice, teeth, chopping up the words into bloody

bits of raw meat. The dialogue fit his Big Apple diction, so tight and sharp. And he did love this

dirty town, his hometown, the Manhattan bedrock that would not yield. One of the most

powerful stars in 1957 Hollywood, Lancaster sunk his big white capped teeth into the part of

Hunsecker like a mastiff loose in the city, his prey dead but still twitching. “The cat’s in the bag

and the bag’s in the river,” says Falco, dancing around him, reassuring him that the plot to

destroy his sister’s boyfriend is in play, that she will be saved for Hunsecker’s own incestuous

self.Lancaster’s independent production company made this acid movie about American

celebrity, ambition, greed, and lust, and then it drowned in a river of red ink and popular

repugnance. “Sweet Smell of Success destroyed us all,” said its director just before he died.



The movie certainly killed the indie, then hung on for decades as a cult favorite and is now a

Library of Congress–registered American classic.But success isn’t everything, as the movie so

effectively demonstrated. “The moments of your greatest fear,” concluded Mackendrick,

unwittingly voicing Lancaster’s credo, “are also the moments you look back on as your greatest

thrill. The danger is an aphrodisiac. It must be.”Burt Lancaster is so much a part of the fabric of

American popular culture that he blends into our collective memory like a famous uncle who

was once a great athlete. Gestures and intonations remain in the mind, perhaps a bit hazy. In

the final episode of Seinfeld in 1998, Kramer looks up at the sky and says, with carny zest, that

there’s something in the air, he can feel it. Jerry replies, “You know you’re turning into Burt

Lancaster?”Lancaster’s achievement was uneven and he did not court acclaim—hence the

uncertain memories. From Here to Eternity or Elmer Gantry is matched by a quirky Come

Back, Little Sheba or a banal Airport. But there are not many of the last. More representative of

his ambition is The Swimmer. What seemed a disjointed failure in 1968 now plays like a long-

repressed American nightmare. Lancaster’s more flamboyant failures were often deliberate

attempts to stretch his range, to take the untutored talent he had and make it do more. “Bear

with me,” he once said to his audience in an interview, wryly pleading for patience while he got

better at his craft.His restlessness often gave his performances a brittle, mannered flatness.

But when the work is accumulated he streaks across the screen like a quixotic American

meteor aimed only at its destination. Lancaster did not make films, he made movies. The best

of the work—The Killers, All My Sons, From Here to Eternity, Sweet Smell of Success, Elmer

Gantry, Birdman of Alcatraz, Seven Days in May, The Swimmer, Ulzana’s Raid, Go Tell the

Spartans, Atlantic City—charts the arc of postwar mainstream American life, a coherent story

with chapters and themes. He lived a self-inventing life, trying on different identities like an

artist shifting into different periods, assuming new personae on- and off-screen. He died in

1994 without funeral or epitaph. By then he had lost the mainstream audience even though the

story he was telling was their own. They got confused along the way by the conflicting signals

beaming out from his deepening persona and lumped him together with Kirk Douglas, Robert

Mitchum, and Charlton Heston.From 1946 to 1990, he alternated the artsy with the commercial

movie, financing one with the profits of the other to keep himself in play. At the same time, he

manipulated his star image back on itself, sabotaging, refining, and ultimately discarding it

altogether to arrive at something more than stardom. Part of the “sandwich” generation of male

stars that slipped in between World War II and Marlon Brando’s arrival in Hollywood in 1950,

he had to shape his career in opposition to the one sure audience sector that had emerged by

the mid-fifties: fifteen-to-twenty-year-olds. What Robert Brustein has called the “Zola realism” of

such films as East of Eden featured a young, doomed protagonist as a victim of forces beyond

his control—the perspective of youth or of adults so overwhelmed by postwar fear that they

regress. Over another decade this attitude would evolve into the retributive nihilism of Clint

Eastwood and, in another turn of time, into the apocalyptic fantasies of Arnold

Schwarzenegger. As sustained myth or antimyth, it can be the stance of despair, a retreat from

the complexity and change that marked life in the latter half of the twentieth century.Lancaster

resisted this tide. Too earnest to be chic, he hungered to make what he considered grown-up

movies that engaged, productively, with the circumstances of his era. As time went on, he

equally resisted relaxing into a comfortable heroic cliché. “I hate looking backward,” he said in

1986, “but every once in a while it sneaks up on you. You have to fight against being an antique

—an artifact of a culture’s past and not a part of its future.” As the country reinvented itself, his

hero reinvented his own myth.The dimensions of his stardom—what Roddy McDowall called

his “outlandishly popular and potent megastardom”—were unique. Known around the world as



“Mr. Muscles and Teeth” after his overnight leap into the Hollywood frenzy in 1946, he quickly

learned to treat his hypermasculine American good looks—electric blue eyes, blond hair, tall,

god-like body, panther grace, clipped, clear voice, disciplined energy, and those teeth—as one

big commodity. He understood early that movie fame gave him an even better weapon in the

brave new world of postwar Hollywood: power. The 1950s troika of Lancaster, agent Lew

Wasserman, and United Artists led the way to one of the biggest shifts in the industry since the

talkies: from studio domination to widespread independent production. Lancaster’s company,

Hecht-Lancaster, later Hecht-Hill-Lancaster, became the biggest actor-managed indie of the

decade, virtually a ministudio.Making his own synthesis of fame and big bucks, he started

adding, slowly, a bit of art to it. There were no rules in that post–Golden Age, so he made them

up as he went along. Starting from a core belief in personal freedom, an insistence that he

define himself as he wished, he created the ur-model of the unfettered star in charge of his

own destiny.Sweet Smell of Success was pivotal for his career, the failure that pointed the way

to the real success, and it is not coincidental that it is set on the streets of New York. That is

where his performing life began, in the politically progressive, immigrant slum of East Harlem

where he was born and raised. He would remain a New Yorker, proud to consider himself, in

that city’s street phrase, the best of the best and worst of the worst. “That is who I am,” he said,

proudly.He became a creature of the grubby Depression-era circus where he toiled as an

acrobat. His discipline, physical courage, and glow-in-the-dark glamor are pure big top. When

he arrived in Hollywood after World War II and immediately summed it up as “nothing more

than a big circus,” he had already found his key to Tinseltown: make the act fresh and sharp,

wow the audience, do your own stunts, keep the show on the road. To his fingertips, he was a

product of the raucous popular culture that bred him—and which he refused to regard as

cheap or secondary.His ambition took its toll. His is not a straightforward story like those of

James Stewart, Gregory Peck, or John Wayne. He was a highly intelligent, demanding, six-foot-

one-inch bundle of contradictory impulses. Cruel (he reduced Kirk Douglas to tears by teasing

him about elevator shoes), selfless (he kept old friends on his payroll for decades), and

deadpan funny (when Ernest Lehman told him he was at work writing The Sound of Music,

Lancaster replied, incredulously, “Jesus, you must need the money”)—Luchino Visconti, no

open book himself, called him “the most perfectly mysterious man I ever met.” Lancaster, ever

the artful dodger, countered that he was only mimicking Visconti. If Lancaster’s humanness is

difficult to see at certain periods of his life, it is because he disappeared from himself.He tried

to balance it all by fanatically keeping his personal life private. It was a cagey way to elude

cheap definition, to maintain the real star’s mystery. He had his secrets to hide. Lancaster was

a serious, compulsive womanizer, and the father of five children by his second wife. That moral

juxtaposition was perhaps one source of the melancholy that lurked behind the ice-blue eyes.

There is compelling evidence that he was bisexual, but one suspects that in his own mind at

least he moved beyond such categories—he was sexual, period, the puzzle of his sexuality

only another prism through which to watch the multifaceted body of work refract even more.

The core of his character was an intense, obsessive, physical energy. He did not just move

across the screen, he dominated it. Off-screen, he let his physicality, an expression of his

curiosity, take him wherever it would. The biographer is left with a certain respect for a

complicated personal life adroitly lived.Like fellow New Yorkers Cagney and Bogart, he

remained the wary city kid who took nothing for granted, and this gave him his fundamental

integrity. It also kept him aloof and suspicious of the very success he so craved—and, for a

long time, of the love and affection he claimed not to need. He relished the role of protector of

friends, family, new talent, and the generally disenfranchised. Like so many men of his



generation, he saw himself as a warrior, fighting the good fight, alone. Yet the biggest battle he

fought was with himself. Slowly, he had to loosen up to life, to put down the sword. His

intelligence demanded, ultimately, that he turn his commitment to change back on himself—

with problematic results. As he mellowed, he remained a frightening contradiction, even to

himself. “Burt was a gentle person,” Ernest Lehman said, “maybe because he knew he could

kill someone.”His beautiful body was his fortune and its disciplined strength the proof of the

one quality on which almost everyone, friend or enemy, agrees: his professionalism. He could

be as skeptical as the most jaded movie veteran but he stopped short of cynicism. To the end,

he retained what Amanda Plummer called a “sense of wonder” at the process of making

movies and his own great luck at being able to be a part of it. He respected the work.In the

passion of his striving is the poignant, brassy heart of his story. The American movie was

dignified by his ambition and he always gave the movies credit for being able to change hearts

and minds. Entertainer that he was, he never forgot the people out there watching him in the

dark, the polyglot mass of Americans he had grown up with. “Burt dared us to do more, be

better, push harder,” said Bruce Dern. “We were all his sons.”While his sense of purpose

prompted him to make remarkable choices, he was only generally aware that they created a

pattern. “We don’t know these things,” said Robert Altman, his director in Buffalo Bill and the

Indians, “until someone taps us on the shoulder and says, ‘Excuse me …?’ Then we see that

all our work has just been chapters of the same book.”PART ONETHE SET-UP1913 – 1945

(illustration credits p1.1)I walked out of class one day and I never went back.—Burt

LancasterCHAPTER ONENew York City BoyThere was a child went forth every day,And the

first object he look’d upon, that object he became,And that object became part of him for the

dayor a certain part of the day,Or for many years or stretching cycles of years.—Walt Whitman,

“There Was a Child Went Forth,” Leaves of GrassThe story of Burt Lancaster begins with the

idea of America, with the belief that you can journey to another place and become another

person. His ancestors crossed to England from France in the Norman invasion of 1066 and

took the name de Lancastre. Most likely concocted from the Roman word castra (legionary

camp) and the river Lune whose name may come from the Gaelic slan (healthy, salubrious),

Lancaster came to mean simply one who comes from Lancaster, the county town of

Lancashire. Blond hair and blue eyes would persist over a millennium as a characteristic of

Norman or Teutonic origin, showing up in odd places like Sicily. The coats of arms of several

Lancaster families feature golden lions but at least one has a leopard, rampant.His immediate

ancestors left England for Ireland, easily accessible across the Irish Sea. Later, eager

publicists would claim that he was a descendant of John of Gaunt and his father would tell a

tale of lost House of Lancaster fortunes confiscated by Oliver Cromwell, but Lancaster

dismissed such stories. Not much would survive of his Irishness except two instinctive

responses: a reverence for the single human singing voice and a belief that the declamatory

persuasion of live drama, theater, could change the world.By the second half of the nineteenth

century, the Lancasters and the Roberts family, his mother’s Belfast people—working-class

Northern Irish Protestants—were poor and trapped by the island’s limitations. His paternal

grandfather James emigrated to New York in the mid-1860s, more than a decade after the

Great Famine, part of the human migration to America that provided labor for the vast

technological changes that swept the country after the Civil War. James had two key

advantages as an Irish Protestant: he was educated enough to read and he was a skilled

worker, a cooper, having served a five-to-six-year apprenticeship before landing in America. He

settled on the Lower East Side of Manhattan, at 40 Essex Street. In the twisting streets and

dark brick buildings lived harness makers, peddlers, grocers, bakers, carpenters, and barbers,



Germans from Hesse-Darmstadt and Bavaria, Russians, Austrians, and thousands of Irish—

one of the most horrific concentrations of tenement-jammed humanity in the world.By 1880 the

next great wave of immigration filled New York’s Tenth Ward around Essex Street with Eastern

European Jews fleeing pogroms and starvation. James married Susannah Murray, another

Irish immigrant five years his senior, and they had five children, including James Henry (Jim),

Burt’s father, born December 6, 1876. James Sr. moved the family uptown to 619 First Avenue

between East Thirty-fifth and Thirty-sixth Streets. Perched on the edge of the island next to the

East River, just south of today’s Queens-Midtown Tunnel, the Lancasters settled amid a new

mix of midtown working-class neighbors—butchers, machinists, florists, and varnishers.Up the

East Coast in the busy seaport town of Norwalk, Connecticut, in 1880, four-year-old Elizabeth

“Lizzie” Roberts, Lancaster’s mother, was living at 194 Main Street and developing the

dominating traits of the firstborn. In addition to her father, James, 35, and her mother, Jennie

Smith Roberts, 28, plus baby brother, George, the house was filled with members of the

extended Roberts family. Her parents had emigrated from Belfast around 1875; Lizzie was born

in Norwalk on May 13, 1876. James was a shoemaker and the family lived surrounded by

neighbors—carriage makers and hat trimmers—whose skills catered to a refined clientele.The

family proudly claimed to be related to Frederick Sleigh Roberts, the British field marshal who

was later named the 1st Earl Roberts of Kandahar, Pretoria, and Waterford. The last person to

hold the title of commander in chief of the British Army, Earl Roberts was from 1857 until his

death in 1914 an outstanding combat leader in famous imperial battles from India to

Afghanistan and, at the end of the century, South Africa. The elderly mustachioed man staring

out of the John Singer Sargent portrait in the National Portrait Gallery in London has the look

of Burt Lancaster: the strong, well-shaped head, the straight chiseled nose, and what Laurence

Olivier would describe as Lancaster’s “steely-steady” eyes.The Roberts family left Norwalk for

Manhattan shortly after 1880, probably sailing the usual route down through the notorious

whirlpools of Hell Gate on the East River. They were part of a land rush to the southeast

section of the neighborhood of Harlem, an area that would become one of the most densely

populated and volatile in New York City. For the first half of the nineteenth century, the flat plain,

later to be called East Harlem, was a bucolic area of farms sloping down to the Harlem River

on its northeastern border and loosely bounded by Ninety-sixth and 125th Streets, with the

mansions and museums facing Central Park on the west. By the 1860s, the “Harlem Flats” was

the site of breweries spewing malt and brew odors into the air, slaughter houses, coal yards,

junkyards, and saw mills clustered along the river frontage. Isolated clusters of small four-story

brownstones, built to house the workers, popped up like mushrooms in the middle of the fields

that filled in the empty grid of future cross-streets. Irish shanty towns lined the water.The

rapacious northward growth of the city that followed the construction of the Second and Third

Avenue elevated railway lines in 1878 and 1880 further engulfed the area with Irish and

German immigrants. Speculators threw up row upon row of unregulated tenements with as

many as four hundred people crammed into structures designed to house fifty. The New York

Central railroad track ran aboveground up Park Avenue from Ninety-seventh Street, the dark

stone viaduct further slicing up the neighborhood.By the turn of the century four out of five New

Yorkers were immigrants or the children of immigrants, with East Harlem absorbing each wave

of newcomers. Rag peddlers trolled through the neighborhood’s trash-filled yards and dead

animals floated in flooded cellars. By 1904 there were over one hundred saloons in a forty-

block area. From this rattling rhythm of immigrant change, poverty, and backbreaking labor was

bred Lancaster’s energy and taste for work. The tone of the slum was set: working-class

immigrant, the lowest rentals. Years later he would remember crossing the de facto border of



Ninety-sixth Street, sauntering down Fifth and Park Avenues to look at the rich people.In 1900

James Roberts—a widower now, with two more children, Minnie and Stephen—rented an

apartment at 2068 Second Avenue, near the corner of 106th Street in the shadow of the El.

Lizzie, twenty-four, took on the responsibilities of mother of the family. Four years later, James

bought what his grandson would call a “very poor little house,” a narrow four-story brownstone

down the street at 209 East 106th Street between Second and Third Avenues, built around

1880 on the north side of the street. The house had been divided into three rental floors, with a

moving business on the ground floor. As one of the periodic broad streets that broke up the

narrow Manhattan grid, 106th, even with the superstructures of the two Els marking both ends

of the block, was less confined and claustrophobic than other nearby streets. The light was

stronger and brighter all day long. A very young Walter Winchell and his parents briefly lived up

the street between Fifth and Madison Avenues.The Roberts family took over the second-floor

apartment, a classic coldwater railroad flat with windows only in the front and back. Lancaster

would describe it as “long, dreary, one room after the other” with a toilet out in the hall and a

coal stove in the kitchen providing the only heat in winter. The big bay window protruding from

the front façade was a perfect vantage point from which to view the busy street. The family

derived additional income from the tenants, $16 a month per family by the 1920s. A landowner

in the slums, no matter how shabby the house, was somebody.Shortly after settling into the

new house, Lizzie met a handsome, talented young man who looks in photographs like the

lean and cunning James Joyce. Jim Lancaster had moved uptown and become fairly well

known in the area for using his Irish tenor voice to win prizes on amateur nights at the local

theaters with a song-and-dance routine called “The Broadway Swell and the Bowery Bum.”

According to various accounts, he played an old guitar, the ukelele, the accordion, and the

harmonica. To Lizzie’s take-charge assumption of authority, he was gentle. Both were

remembered by their children as being in their youthful primes two of the best-looking people

on the East Side, Lizzie attracting wolf whistles well into middle-age. Neither would ever have

much inclination for daydreaming about life’s impractical possibilities. They were married on

August 8, 1908, and Jim moved in with his new wife’s family. Over thirty at the time of her

marriage, Lizzie lost no time in having three children over the next four years: Jennie Dorothea

(Jane), James Robert (Jim) Jr., and William Henry (Willie).In 1913—a year that would be

remembered for several firsts, including the founding by Jesse Lasky of a motion picture

company later called Paramount Pictures, and the opening of the tallest “skyscraper” of the

new Manhattan skyline, the sixty-story Woolworth Building—Jim took a job as a postal clerk at

the brand-new McKim, Mead and White–designed General Post Office. Not only was he

working in a salaried white-collar position in an edifice which took up two full blocks between

West Thirty-first and Thirty-third Streets, he got to wear a uniform. He may as well have been

working on Wall Street.On November 2, Lizzie, age thirty-seven, gave birth at home to her third

son, Burton Stephen. A crowd of friends and neighbors gathered outside in the street cheered

at the news shouted down from the bay window. The baby was named for Lizzie’s brother,

Stephen, and the attending physician, Burton Thom. Though Thom was a well-loved doctor in

the neighborhood, known for his generosity and stiff white collars, mothers did not usually

name a child for the doctor unless he had done something extraordinary, such as save the life

of the baby—or the mother.The young Burton became acquainted with death early. On April

28, 1918, Florence, Lizzie’s last child, barely a year old, died at Willow Park Hospital of

diphtheria, a victim of one of the epidemics that frequently ravaged the slums. Four-year-old

Burton was back to being the baby of the family. Four months later, Dr. Thom was called to the

house on the night of August 12 to confirm James Roberts’s sudden death of apoplexy at the



age of seventy-two. Lizzie buried her father, the last direct link with Ireland, next to her

daughter at Cypress Hills Cemetery in Brooklyn.Roberts’s will divided an estate of about

$1,800 into four equal parts among George, Stephen, Minnie, and Lizzie’s four children, each

of whom were to receive their share of the estate upon turning twenty-one. (The house was

legally the property of the two sons; each would sell his share to Lizzie, who would own the

house outright by 1927.) That $112 plus interest was waiting for him was another indication to

Burton—like his blond hair, blue eyes, Anglo name, property-owning parents, and Protestant

faith—that he was different from the poorer, foreign people he lived among. But to his uncles

George, now a stockbroker living in upper Manhattan, and Stephen, a manager of Gents

Furnishing living north of Yankee Stadium in the Bronx, East Harlem was a place you left. This

consciousness of being a holdover in the old neighborhood produced in the boy a jumpy

belligerence. He was never sure just where he fit in.As he approached the age of seven, the

raggedy, dissonant city that defined him was growing up too. The U.S. census of 1920

confirmed that for the first time America was an urban nation, with New York elevated to a new

status as capital not only of the postwar country but of the world. When mass immigration was

stopped in 1924, only one million of New York’s six million residents were white, native-born

Protestants, and only a handful of these lived in East Harlem.Arbiter of all that was new and

fresh and dangerous, the city was the nexus of popular entertainment during the 1920s. Led by

the vaudeville revue, a slick mannered pose was elevated to iconic status. The city sort of ran

itself; Prohibition was a joke. The “City on a Still” sobriquet mocked not only the civic ideals of

the previous generation but the decade’s compulsion, as Frederick Lewis Allen would write, to

use the Bible to “point the lessons of business and of business to point the lessons of the

Bible.” Sinclair Lewis’s hustling evangelist Elmer Gantry personified the overlap in his 1927

novel of the same name, which earned Lewis in 1930 the first Nobel Prize for literature

awarded to an American. By the end of the decade, Walter Winchell and Mark Hellinger were

creating in their enormously popular newspaper columns the idea of the urban wiseguy on

whom nothing—scandal, pathos, politicians, showgirls, cops, criminals—was lost.Growing up

in this Manhattan was like growing up in imperial Rome. You were marked for life as someone

unique, elite, ready for anything the planet might dish out. East Harlem, however, existed on

the fringe of the whirl and light. When Washington politicians went on about America’s

universal postwar prosperity, Fiorello La Guardia, the neighborhood’s contrary Twentieth

District congressman from 1923 to 1933, leapt to his feet and yelled, “Not in East

Harlem!”Though Eastern European Jews remained a significant presence in the neighborhood

east of Third Avenue—Burton’s first childhood pals were Jewish—immigrant Italians from

Naples, Calabria, Sicily, and Salerno now dominated the quarter. Burton, who would play the

Sicilian Prince of Salina in The Leopard and would truly regret that he did not get the part of

Don Corleone in The Godfather, may as well have, he often recalled, grown up Italian. East

Harlem’s Little Italy was not only three times more populous than the downtown section, it was

the largest concentration of Italians in the country. More than three-quarters of them unskilled,

almost half illiterate, these Italians were refugees of la miseria, the perpetual poverty and

disease that centuries of mezzogiorno peasants in the south of Italy had accepted as their

destiny. Entire Italian villages occupied a given block making the East Harlem street grid a

patchwork of the southern Italian boot. Slowly making his way along 106th Street, the 1920

U.S. census taker got so tired of writing “Italy” as the place of birth after each name, that the

word became an illegible scrawl. The Sicilian Black Hand, a precursor to the Mafia, thrived just

south of the Lancasters on Second Avenue between 104th and 105th Streets; the greatest

concentration of the city’s Neapolitan organ grinders lived on 106th and 108th Streets. From



107th to 116th Streets the pushcart vendors and hawkers at the First Avenue market offered

oils, cheese, sea urchins, olives, bread, garlic, macaroni hung on racks to dry—the smell of

minestrone, espresso, cigar smoke like a rich ether come all the way from Palermo.The house

on 106th Street had been further subdivided during the wartime housing shortage with the

result that five families, thirty-seven people, now lived in the building. All, except for the seven

Lancasters, were Italians. On the top floor, the Marsalise family with eight children and a

grandfather squeezed into little more than two rooms. Outside was the clatter of the Els, all

night long, sirens shrieking, trucks roaring down Third Avenue, the clop of horses’ hooves on

cobblestones, the reek of the toilets out in the hall, the stench of the East River at low tide. No

secrets, no phony attitudes, no pretensions. The density enveloped Burton with the raw

sustenance of a womb.Burton’s father was what the family called a “fun father,” with a family

trip to the great amusement parks of Steeplechase and Luna Park at Coney Island a rare treat.

The usual routine was for Jim to arrive home after a day’s work at the post office, change into

overalls, and patch plaster, paint, fix the plumbing, or repair the roof of the house. He was a

fine mason with fingers so calloused he could pick a piece of coal from the fire with his bare

hands. Burton’s job was to bring tea and sandwiches to a busy father who seemed to work all

the time.Like thousands of other hardworking East Harlem dwellers, Jim’s favorite relaxation

was to sit on the front stoop on a summer’s night and sing. The Victorola was new, most music

was still self-made, and the poignant sound of the human voice, needing no money or position

or influence to be beautiful, was revered by both Italians and Irish as a divine gift. Jim sang

tunes like “Kathleen Mavourneen,” popularized by the ardent tenor John McCormack, and

sometimes little Burton, with his wavy pompadour hair and boy soprano voice, would join in

with his party piece, “My Wild Irish Rose.” One evening Jim stopped singing and let his son

continue solo for the gathered crowd. The applause was a revelation. Later, his famous

speaking voice would always have an Irish, cocky, romantic lilt—with an Ulster edge.Once a

five-foot-nine-inch beauty, Lizzie after five children weighed 250 pounds, and she had a

terrifying temper. Her bulk loomed large in the dark, narrow rooms of the flat and her

extremism, like a genetic wild card, was inherited by her youngest son. “Mother beat the hell

out of us,” he would recall, once specifying that he “got the strap.” “She’d have wild outbursts,

then cuddle us and overcompensate for the lickings.” He admitted that if he was a “terror,” she

was “more of a terror. I was always in mortal fear of her.” Under threat of punishment, he

developed a tactic of beaming his blue eyes up at her, throwing his arms around her neck, and

saying, “Mother, dear, you don’t love me anymore!” Lizzie would relent to the “utter disgust,” as

father Jim later described it, of his two other sons, “no charm boys” they. When she came at

him with a switch, Burton broke into “When Irish Eyes Are Smiling.”The exchange of music for

mercy created a profound emotional response in the little boy. All his life music had the power

to take him back to that primary connection with his mother, back to the inchoate center where

the rages began, and bring calm, even when he, who would have an exceptional memory,

could no longer recall any clear image of her. Together they listened to Lily Pons and

Guisseppe de Luca on the radio and to her collection of McCormack records. She took him to

the Metropolitan Opera house on Broadway and Thirty-ninth Street to sing in the children’s

chorus or stand in the family circle for $1.10. The old building overflowed with props and

costumes, with extra sets placed out on the sidewalk. The backstage bustle and onstage

drama were an exaggerated version of the peaks and valleys of life he saw every day on the

streets of East Harlem, an art form he would love with a religious intensity. “Burt always lived

his life as if it were an opera,” recalled a friend, one of many who made the same analogy. Jim,

home from the post office, would often trip over Burton, sprawled out on the sitting room floor,



his head stuck all the way under the Victrola, his legs twitching to the music.With the fanatic

self-consciousness of the displaced ethnic, Lizzie insisted that her children distinguish

themselves from the hoi polloi by scrupulous honesty. Coming out of the local Corn Exchange

Bank one day, Burton saw a twenty-dollar bill lying on the sidewalk. Instead of grabbing it and

taking off, he decided to cover the bill with his foot and wait twenty minutes to see if anyone

came. When an elderly Jewish neighbor appeared, obviously distressed, and asked if he had

seen a twenty-dollar bill, Burton reluctantly handed it over and cursed himself all the way

home. More than sixty years after the fact he would recall in detail on the Donahue television

show, hosted by Phil Donahue, when his mother, furious, made him return five cents in

incorrect change to the local grocery store. An old man by then, as he acted out the story he

stood poised, ready to dodge a blow.With a strong dose of noblesse oblige, Lizzie showed by

example that the Lancasters had an obligation to give to those less fortunate, which covered

just about everyone in the neighborhood. The word on the street was that Mrs. Lancaster, after

chewing you out for being a bum, would feed you and send you on your way. Burton watched

these transactions, listened as his mother purposely simplified her speech to “Second Avenue

English,” had black neighbors in to tea, and shared what little they had. The actions became

what he would call his “Bible.” “You are your own slum area,” she admonished him. “You can

make it as mean or as meaningful as you wish.”Burton looked up to his older brother Jim, a

natural leader and athlete who was nicknamed “Dutch” in the neighborhood for his bright blond

hair. But Burton did not hesitate to hit his brother over the head with a baseball bat when Jim

said the ball was out of bounds and Burton, “Little Dutch,” said it wasn’t. The bulwark of older

siblings produced in him an obliviousness to the more boring demands of family life such as

coming home on time. He was always getting lost, especially at the annual Coney Island

clambake for the city’s postal workers. When Willie finally found him among the packed bodies

on the beach at the end of the day, he complained to his father, “Aw, Dad, all I ever do around

here is retrieve Burt!”Neighborhood fights were like a huge game with the playing board

marked off by the corners, alleys, and doorways of New York City. “If you want to know about

love,” said Lizzie, “stay in the house. If you want to know about life, go out in the streets.”

Groups of boys banded together by block, which usually meant by ethnic group. Every day of

his life, Burton would recall, he had a fight. His short height made him an unseen target for the

automobile that was taking over the city streets, chugging through swarms of game-playing

children. He was hit eight times, once by a taxicab that knocked him thirty feet in the air. His

five lower teeth were bashed in when he went through a windshield. He broke his nose after

falling two stories from a fire escape. With his pal Tony “Moby Dick” Iovieno, he swam off an old

gravel barge at the end of 104th Street, dodging floating chunks of human excrement and

water rats to cross the East River a quarter mile to Wards Island. The boys tested their balance

teetering along the tops of the fences that divided buildings like the Lancasters’ that had

backyards, leaping off to raid the candy store or snatch apples from a pushcart. Burton

developed a total lack of—or willed command over—physical fear.On Saturday mornings the

next-door cleaners would let him deliver clothes for tips, which provided enough money for the

movies. He had a paper route and set up a shoeshine business one summer in front of Macy’s

department store on Broadway and Thirty-fourth Street. In an unguarded moment, he summed

up his youth as “the cold”—there were never quite enough clothes to keep warm in the winter

—“and the scrounging for jobs.” He remembered his childhood as running, running to stay

warm, always in trouble for something, singing at the top of his lungs to get out of trouble,

always a little hungry, and his mother—“half her life,” he remembered—hanging out the bay

window calling for him: “Burton!”If his life lessons had been learned solely on the streets, his



future might have been limited to what was waiting for many of his slum pals—the boxing ring,

the rackets, or the slammer. Luckily, a remarkable group of New York City institutions was

ready to offer him an alternative.Lancaster would credit Union Settlement House on East 104th

Street as the single most important influence, after his mother, on his childhood and youth. An

experiment in making the Christian Kingdom of God—the “City of the Light”—manifest in the

slums, Union was founded in 1895 by a group of alumni from the Protestant Union Theological

Seminary in Manhattan. Underwritten by contributors like Mrs. J.D. Rockefeller Jr. and Mrs.

Andrew Carnegie, it was created to serve the as yet unnamed area devoid of civil services

north of East Ninety-sixth Street. One of at least fifty settlement houses set up around the

country by 1895, Union was based on the activist charity work of Jane Addams’s Hull House in

Chicago. “Hail the glorious Golden City,/Pictured by the seers of old!” went one settlement

house hymn of the time. “Only righteous men and women/Dwell within its gleaming walls/

Wrong is banished from its border/Justice reigns supreme o’er all/We are the builders of that

city … All our lives are building stones.…”At their best such experiments in the “social gospel”

tapped into the ardent hope that America might be the fulfillment of Old Testament prophecies

of a heavenly kingdom for all people, a place where racism and class conflict wither in the

glorious light of justice. Union’s “special gift,” as Janet Murray, widow of former Settlement

House director Clyde Murray, described it, was to have settlement workers “literally go down,

‘settle,’ and live in crowded immigrant communities as neighbors,” and then help the residents

put pressure on the city and federal governments to make changes. The movement was a

training ground for the progressive era of the first two decades of the twentieth century, often

described as a golden age of American politics. While Union quickly shed any religious

affiliation as inappropriate for its mission in a Jewish/Catholic neighborhood, its ethos remained

religious in its insistence that the American experiment have an applied meaning.Happily

unaware of all this idealistic freight, Burton trooped down a couple of blocks to the settlement

house almost every day to have fun. It was his home away from home, buzzing with boxing

matches and other sporting events, and classes in painting, drama, English, hygiene, sewing,

and dancing. Countless clubs taught the rules of parliamentary procedure: changing the world

began with meetings. A large gym with an indoor track around the perimeter took up the entire

top floor. “All this belonged to us,” Lancaster would recall, “the local kids.”On Sundays the

Lancaster family attended the Union-affiliated Church of the Son of Man, a Protestant island at

227 East 104th Street. Called “the church in a house” because it was indistinguishable from

any other building in the neighborhood, the small, plain church was deliberately austere,

stripped down to the essentials of the Christian mission. “Isn’t it more satisfying to touch a few

lives deep down at their roots,” asked the pastor, Harris Ely Adriance, in one of his sermons,

“than a larger number who ‘hit the trail’ and then forget what it’s all about?”Burton was one of

those so touched. The names of Adriance and his assistant, David Morrison, turn up, again

and again, in interviews throughout the actor’s life. The two men were like emissaries from

another planet, pointing the way to a different kind of life. Though Adriance, a skilled preacher,

was constantly wooed by “[t]he rich Fifth Avenue churches,” Burton would remember he turned

down all offers in order to stay with them. A literate, intent man, slim with a small face, big eyes,

receding hair, and a large forehead, his central message was St. Paul’s plea for a noble life.

“Lives that tell,” he exhorted from the pulpit in the tiny wainscotted church room, “are those that

are thus spread out to the full octave” of justice and fairness. One Sunday, Burton watched the

pastor stop his sermon to welcome and seat a black woman who stepped into his church for

the first time. “Not to be blinded, not to be controlled by prejudice, not to be warped, not to be

unreasonable, these are the things,” the preacher insisted, “for the spiritual man to battle for.”



Planted like a seed in the head of young Burton, these ideas would grow.David Morrison was

an exotic character born in Punjab to English missionary parents. He was also an artist who

taught drawing classes at the settlement house and at the private Allen-Stephenson School on

East Seventy-eighth Street. Using his drawings to illustrate Bible lessons, he gave children’s

sermons which in fact taught the children about art, how to see what they saw. Burton watched

and listened, taking in Morrison’s lesson that art, supposedly an elitist preserve, was a natural

expression of life.Most of the time, however, Burton was what his Sunday-school teacher,

Carrie Nester—like Lizzie, a stalwart of the church—remembered as just another “snuffle-

nosed little boy.” He was the star of the children’s choir until he was fifteen, his pure soprano

voice revered even more than a tenor’s. He had his first acting role as a shepherd (some

accounts say angel) at the age of three in the church’s annual Christmas pageant. Bundled into

a burlap sack, he had no words to speak, but halfway through the production, when the angels,

sheep, and shepherds usually get restless, Burton, center stage in front of the altar, discovered

a wad of chewing gum on the bottom of his shoe. He sat down and started to work at pulling it

off. “After much exasperated pulling,” his father would remember, “he snarled at the top of his

little voice, ‘How’d this damn gum get on my shoe?’ ” A roar of laughter burst from the

audience, who had been watching this bit of distracting business intently. “Mrs. Lancaster,” her

husband recalled, “was not amused” and whisked Burton off the stage.Adriance got the eleven-

year-old Burton to try out for his first proper acting role in 1924, the lead in a settlement-house

production of Three Pills in a Bottle. Participation in the one-act play by Rachel Field earned

him credits toward two weeks at Union’s Nathan Hale summer camp across the Hudson River

on the shores of Lake Stahahe in the Palisades Interstate Park. A popular sentimental work

performed all over the country by amateur theatrical groups of the time, the play featured a

poor crippled boy in a wheelchair—Burton’s part—who gives away three magic pills to the

imagined disembodied souls of three people more needy than himself. He sees a reality no

one else sees and shows the other characters the better way—motifs that would mark many of

Lancaster’s film roles all the way to his last, Field of Dreams. If Adriance saw the experience as

a vehicle to give the child a different idea of himself, Burton mainly remembered his hair. The

director told him it stood straight up as if he had been “suddenly frightened.” His tousled mop

was already a signature.When, on the strength of his performance, scouts from a brand-new

theater company offered him a scholarship, he was brought into contact with the New York

avant-garde theatrical ferment of the early 1920s, what Ann Douglas has called “the peak of

American theatrical production … the decade’s and city’s most striking and deepest-rooted

characteristic.” Evolving away from the fin-de-siècle tradition of stylized gestures and histrionic

emotings codified by François Delsarte into a method of matching voice with gesture to

indicate emotion, a new American style of acting developed in the workshop ambience of the

settlement house—the natural environment for what Harold Clurman would call “a sense of the

theater in relation to society.” These amateur productions showcased some of the more

innovative theater work in New York. Jimmy Cagney gave credit to the Lenox East settlement

house for his first acting part and a young Lee Strasberg performed and directed at the

Chrystie Street settlement house.This local experimentation was given a quantum shove

forward by the 1923 visit to New York of Konstantin Stanislavsky and his Moscow Art Theater,

hailed as “the most celebrated theater in Europe.” The Soviet ensemble demonstrated not only

the organic integrity of a repertory troupe in which no one was a star, but also presented what

one reviewer called “the fresh vision of the Russian soul.” The fact that no one attending the

performances in Al Jolson’s big “music hall” at the corner of Fifty-ninth Street and Seventh

Avenue understood a word, except the ecstatic Russian immigrants from the Lower East Side



who mobbed the director during the intermissions, only added to the mystique. Audiences

embraced an acting Alexander Woolcott called “true and vivid and telling” in which the actor

found an emotion within himself and then gave expression to it onstage. So soon after the

Russian Revolution of 1917, a communal humanity seemed to surge across the footlights

bringing Americans a blast of the faraway economic and spiritual devastation of postwar

Europe. It was an early, potent exposure to the allure of the Soviet experiment.Immediately

after the tour, Stanislavsky’s former Moscow stage manager Richard Boleslavsky and Maria

Ouspenskaya, also from the Moscow theater, formed the American Laboratory (“Lab”) Theater

on East Fifty-eighth Street as both a repertory troupe and a training school for actors in the

Russian method. One of their first pupils was Lee Strasberg; Stella Adler also joined the

company and Harold Clurman met her when he took courses in directing from Boleslavsky.

These three, with Cheryl Crawford, would found the Group Theater, “America’s first true

theatrical collective,” in 1931. The Lab immediately offered a few tuition-free scholarships for its

three-year program to “promising students,” the requirements being a strong coordinated body

that Boleslavsky likened to the actor’s “violin,” a voice as free as possible from diction

handicaps, and an ability to do hard, concentrated work. When Lab representatives climbed

the stairs of the Lancaster apartment to offer the young star of Three Pills in a Bottle the

company’s first scholarship, Burton bolted out onto the fire escape. He persuaded his mother

to say he was not interested. He got bored playing the same role night after night and was only

doing it to earn camp credits. And it was too “sissy.”Lancaster, the star who was supposed

never to have had an acting lesson, was in fact involved in play after play at Union and other

settlement houses directed by new disciples of Boleslavsky. (“Hey, you heard?” Basil Natoli, a

childhood pal, remembered asking the local gang on the street corner. “Burt’s in a play tonight.

Wanna go?”) He would express contempt for the famously exclusive Actors Studio “Method”

style that Strasberg evolved from Stanislavsky, the Lab, and the Group Theater. Later reaction

against the Method would claim that it ignored movement, one of Lancaster’s most distinctive

characteristics, and that it detached itself from Stanislavsky’s original insistence that drama

connect to the outer world, to its time: “Above all,” wrote Boleslavsky, “do not forget your fellow

men. Be sensitive to every change in the manifestation of their existence. Answer that change

always with a new and higher level of your own Rhythm. This is the secret of existence,

perseverance and activity. This is what the world really is.” It was no wonder that Lancaster

later claimed that when he hid on the fire escape he was running away from his destiny:

Boleslavsky’s rhythm was a secular expression of the social gospel.The Lab’s theater opened

for its first season in 1925 without him, presenting The Sea Woman’s Cloak by Princess

Troubetzkoy. Playing the part of a fisherman in the play was Harold Adolph Hecht, an

ambitious, idealistic Jewish actor, born in 1907 in Yorkville, a product of a Bronx settlement

house who remained a regular member of the Lab for the rest of the decade. A quarter century

later he would watch Lancaster, a complete unknown, on the stage in New York and realize he

was seeing his future.Burton had no intention of playing dour Russian peasants when he could

dream of emulating Douglas Fairbanks. In 1920 he saw The Mark of Zorro at the local Atlas

Theater and became hooked on the brave, insouciant loveliness of the man often considered

the first great male movie star. He kept going back to the theater, entering when it opened at 11

a.m. and staying through every show, skipping lunch and dinner until Willie was sent to drag

him home. Sitting in the dark movie house filled with raucous kids, the little boy watched the

glorious man on the screen and memorized his every move. From the title frame announcing

the theme of “oppression” from which “a champion arises,” the boy absorbed the image of a

graceful hero doing battle against the bad guys, armed with little besides a big toothy grin and



an agile body. “Are your pulses dead?” demands Fairbanks, exhorting the reluctant caballeros

to action. Burton was already primed to thrill to the hero’s exclamation in the last title shot:

“Justice for All!” This was the star in charge.The most seductive element was what the Russian

filmmaker Lev Kuleshov most admired in Fairbanks: a physical expressiveness that

emphasized the rhetoric of movement over feeling, a kind of updated Delsarte. The watching

eye in the audience followed the body on the screen because the way it moved told a story.

When the short, pudgy Burton got home and began imitating his new idol, jumping off, on, and

over every piece of furniture in the apartment, he was only practicing to be a movie star, to tell

stories with his body.There were even more brave tales behind the fanciful Herts & Tallant–

designed façade of the Aguilar Free Library a few blocks away on 110th Street. One of the

earliest Manhattan circulating libraries, it became Burton’s other home-away-from-home by the

time he was twelve, a safe place because the gangs never went there, a perfect incubator for

romantic dreams. By fourteen he claimed to have read the whole library: Lang’s Fairy Tales,

Shakespeare, Schopenhauer, Kant, Bertrand Russell, Spinoza, the brothers Grimm. He liked

their words even if he did not understand them and imagined himself a character in every book

he read. At home, when Lizzie came in to say goodnight after the gas was turned off, Burton

would “give her a big loving kiss,” recalled his father, and pretend to snuggle down just long

enough to be sure the door was shut. Then he would take the flashlight from under the pillow

where he hid it and read a Frank Merriwell adventure under the covers. Jefferey Farnol’s 1910

“long novel of the open road,” The Broad Highway, was a particular favorite and provided yet

another potent archetype: the scholarly aristocrat, adept with his fists, who takes to the road to

find adventure with highwaymen, gypsies, and beautiful ladies in distress.A more current hero/

model was his supposed relative. Burton often read “Lord Roberts,” the poem Rudyard Kipling

wrote in honor of the commander when he died in 1914 while visiting British troops in France:

“Clean, simple, valiant, well-beloved/Flawless in faith and fame/Whom neither ease nor honors

moved/An hair’s-breadth from his aim.” Part of the man Burton grew up to be would want to be

like Roberts, especially the flawless part, especially the aim.The discovery of movies, books,

and poems was fortuitous. He had started to have run-ins with the local police that could have

taken a dangerous turn. Lizzie knew when to distrust cops, however. One night at 2 a.m., when

her son ran home from a movie theater followed by a policeman, she threw the cop down the

stairs. His mother stuck up for Burton, even against the law—another chapter and verse of his

“Bible.”His hungry mind loved the idea of school, if not its onerous reality. He entered P.S. 21 on

102nd Street in February 1920, and graduated from P.S. 83 on 110th Street on June 30, 1926—

at age twelve, the smallest boy in the class. He raced through his homework at the last minute,

cramming for tests the night before. His omnivorous reading and the fact that, unlike most of

the neighborhood boys, he was continuing on to high school, left him open to taunts of being a

sissy—a short sissy.Then, just after he turned thirteen, he began to shoot up in height,

continuing to grow over the next several years until he reached his adult height of six feet one

inch, taller than either of his brothers. He also discovered he was an athlete. His body was

coordinated and muscular; it moved well, responded to training. Like his star athlete brother, he

excelled in basketball. No one had ever expected Burton, the bookish little scrapper, to be tall.

Now he could hold his own, not have to battle his way through life as a short guy. The change

was also frightening. People looked at his size and his emerging beauty with a different set of

expectations. For the rest of his life, the body armor nature gave him like a surprise bonus

would encase the wary child within.In September 1926 he branched out from the self-

contained world of the slum to the diverse, challenging universe of one of the great public

schools of the era. Lizzie not only insisted he follow his brothers on to high school, but she



chose the most academically demanding of the three best schools open to a New York City

eighth grader of the time. Unlike Jim, who was attending Stuyvesant High School or Willie at

Commerce High School and Jane at Hunter High, Burton went to De Witt Clinton High School

for boys on Tenth Avenue between Fifty-eighth and Fifty-ninth Streets. In the midst of the

railroads, rumbling trucks, market wagons, and penny-pretzel men of Hell’s Kitchen, Clinton’s

motto was—and is—nihil sine labore: nothing without work.The massive Dutch Colonial–style

structure built just up from the eastern bank of the Hudson River was a response to the huge

growth in public school enrollment since the Civil War and an expression of the same burst of

national and civic pride and social activism that had inspired the creation of Union Settlement.

Reportedly the largest high school in the country at the time of its opening in 1906, by 1926

Clinton had six thousand students, all boys. Hollywood press reports later claimed that

Lancaster had little education, but in fact a Clinton diploma was an achievement to be proud of.

James Baldwin, Richard Avedon, George Cukor, Richard Rodgers, Daniel Schorr, Thomas

“Fats” Waller, Lionel Trilling, Countee Cullen, and Paddy Chayefsky are among its distinguished

alumni. A laboratory for the progressive educational philosophy of John Dewey, the school

prepared young men to be fully engaged in the world, skeptical of the status quo, ready for

change through social interdependence. “We [are] young iconoclasts,” bragged a yearbook

commentary, “with blood and gall and salt burning within our spindly frames.”His course

schedule was demanding. Four years each of English, French, physical training, and elocution

—plus several terms of history, chemistry, hygiene, Spanish, biology, algebra, geometry,

economics, and, perhaps at the suggestion of David Morrison from Union, two years of drawing

—refined the self-taught jumble of romance, history, and philosophy in his head. His grades

bounced around, ranging from 65 to 90; the more studious or active classmates’ memories of

him are vague. His instinctive defensiveness may have made him feel second-best in the midst

of so many brainy adolescents and he never liked being second-best anywhere. During his free

periods he built up his spindly frame in the gym on the parallel bars. Morris Meislik, Class of

’29, remembers practicing gymnastic moves with him: “He was a strong kid … already pretty

good at it.”In the spring of 1929 the school moved to a brand-new, collegiate-looking edifice in

the middle of a green field just south of Van Cortlandt Park in the Bronx. Burton rode the El for

a nickel, passing Yankee Stadium twice each day, and finally made his appearance in the

yearbook in his senior year of 1929–30. At a scrawny 140 pounds (his voice had changed only

a year before) and “so damn weak I couldn’t even chin myself,” he had come into his own as a

fast-running ballplayer. He was a forward on the “brilliant” varsity basketball team of that

season, and in their first game he scored twelve points—“like fifty points nowadays,” he

recalled in 1978, claiming he had earned a mention in the New York Times.Graduating from

Clinton in June 1930 at the age of sixteen, he faced his future without the person who had

been his driving force. On November 29, 1929—one month to the day after “Black Tuesday”

saw the inflated stock wealth of millions drown in a sea of ticker tape—Lizzie Lancaster died. Ill

with what the death certificate recorded as “chronic intestinal nephritis,” the immediate cause of

death was a cerebral hemorrhage. Her body was laid out on a table in the apartment for the

wake, a sight Lancaster never forgot and spoke of rarely and then only to family. She was

buried at Cypress Hills on December 2, the third person Burton had seen die in his home. Jane

took on the duties of the mother of the family, as Lizzie had done more than thirty years

before.His mother was the wall against which Burton had flung himself, secure in the

knowledge that it would not give way. There had not been time for him to come to terms with

where her overwhelming personality stopped and his as yet unformed character began. She

had defined love for him as something absolute, violent, passionate, and loyal, and now she



was gone. The hole she left behind in his mind and heart would never be filled.One of the first

things Burton—now called Burt—did after his mother’s death, his father remembered, was

throw away his comb. From now on he just ran his fingers through his unruly hair and let it go

at that.CHAPTER TWOThe Daring Young ManA circus is like a mother in whom one can

confide and who rewards and punishes.—Burt LancasterIn June 1930, Burt was selected for a

Union scholarship to enter New York University in the fall. He was obligated to put in time at the

settlement to earn the $300 they would pay toward books and tuition. Basketball coach to the

nine- and ten-year-old boys two nights and three afternoons a week, he also worked one

evening as locker-room boy in the gym. For two weeks he was a junior counselor at the

summer camp, as he had been the previous summer. Union noted for its records that while his

father, who was now working intermittently at the post office in the neighborhood, would be

able to contribute to his son’s education, “Burton is anxious to be as nearly independent as

possible.” He took his responsibilities seriously, maybe a little arrogantly.One night that month

he climbed the stairs to the empty gym on the fourth floor checking that no one had snuck in

unauthorized. Suddenly JoJo Tomasetti and a pal, Charlie, burst in with a message for Burt

from a worker downstairs. He didn’t recognize them and yelled, “Get outta here!” When he tried

to hustle them out, Charlie pulled a knife and stabbed him in the thigh, close to the groin.

Horrified, JoJo and Charlie ran down the stairs to find Helen Harris, Union’s director. Burt

followed, staggering and bleeding. When he collapsed, a staff member, later claiming to have

“saved Burt Lancaster for future generations,” stanched the blood until an ambulance arrived to

take him to Mt. Sinai Hospital, a few blocks away on Fifth Avenue. When a streptococcus

infection developed, he was moved to Lenox Hill Hospital, where he stayed, according to an

account written later by Harris, for several months. “That little incident almost did Burt in,” she

remembered. “The Depression was in full swing and a major revolt was going on inside every

boy, including Burt.” His scholarship money was shifted, for a while, to his brother Willie.Burt

now had a year to kill, time to rethink his future. Most of East Harlem’s wage-earning residents,

who worked in manufacturing and construction, had abruptly lost their jobs with the onset of

the Depression. More than a thousand men lined up on 104th Street one day in 1931 to

register at Union Settlement under the Emergency Work Act. Local boys hung out on street

corners, in candy stores or cigar shops under the El, shooting craps. Youthful ambition

vanished and in its place came a sickening fear that was reinforced by the sight of families

sitting on sidewalks surrounded by their possessions, evicted for nonpayment of rent. Groucho

Marx cracked that things must be bad because the pigeons in Central Park were feeding the

people.The last days of Prohibition played out, spectacularly, on the impoverished streets of

East Harlem during Burt’s recovery year. With Mussolini’s assumption of power in Italy in 1922

and his subsequent crackdown on the Sicilian Mafia, many of the mafiosi had moved to New

York, fought the Black Hand, and taken over East Harlem. “Big Tee,” a big-time bookmaker on

106th Street, “Dogs” Gazzola on 105th, and the infamous “Lucky” Luciano on 107th, were the

crime bosses of the “East Side underworld” that fanned out around the Lancaster house. In

1930 and 1931, cutting in on the “big money” from the wine, beer, and hard liquor rackets

centered in Harlem and the Bronx, an ambitious group of young gangsters led by Vincent “Mad

Dog” Coll, age twenty-two and dubbed by Winchell as “The Town’s Capone,” were picking off

the older gang leaders in a series of brazen murders that shocked the city.One block north of

the Lancaster brownstone just after six o’clock on the hot, humid evening of July 28, 1931, a

large touring car carrying Coll and several of his men came up 107th Street through a swarm

of children skipping rope and playing hopscotch. As the car slowed in front of the local Italian

club located on the ground floor of a brownstone which abutted the back of the Lancaster



property, a burst of gunfire from tommy guns shot up the walls of the clubhouse and the

adjacent tenements. The bullets, aimed at a man lounging in front of the club, hit five children

instead, killing a five-year-old boy. When the police tried to question the Sicilian neighbors,

hardly anyone could be found who would admit even to having seen the car. Governor Franklin

Roosevelt condemned the killing as “a damnable outrage,” the tabloids headlined “the baby

massacre,” and a major manhunt began for Coll with police ordered to shoot to kill.The sounds

of the shots and screams drifted in through the open windows of the neighborhood apartments

like the soundtrack of the newest Warner Bros. movie. In 1929 the gangster flick surpassed the

cowboy saga as the subject of choice for Hollywood filmmakers and, with Darryl Zanuck as

head of production, Warner’s skimmed the headlines for plot ideas, mythologizing the urban

milieu. On April 24, 1931, The Public Enemy had opened at the Strand, the studio’s flagship

theater on Times Square. Fresh as a bomb in the minds of millions of adolescent boys would

be the image of its star, Jimmy Cagney. His manic energy, slangy talk, defensiveness, grace,

and electric speed had an added shock of recognition for Lancaster: he was looking at himself.

Not only was Cagney the city boy incarnate, a totally new movie type inspired by real-life

characters utterly familiar to the Strand audience, he was also an Upper East Side Irish boy, a

product of the same ethnic soup.The parallels in the lives of the two men are striking. Born in

1899, Cagney moved with his family to East Ninety-sixth Street, ten blocks south of the

Roberts/Lancaster house, a few years before Lancaster was born. Surrounded by immigrants,

both men learned early that with the hands and the body stories could be told without words.

Cagney’s mother was another pugnacious Irishwoman whom Cagney credited with keeping

him on the straight and narrow by belting him into shape—“we loved the great staunchness of

her,” he would say. His father, like Jim Lancaster, was gentle and graceful, no match for his

wife.Both actors would insist that they had never been “poor,” but for Cagney this was a

distinction more of pride than accuracy. Like Burt, he got his first exposure to acting on a

settlement house stage and went to settlement summer camp. He had an older brother who

was a “flawless athlete,” a younger sister who died in infancy, and a father who died the same

year as James Roberts, a victim of the influenza epidemic. Cagney’s “break-in” to vaudeville as

part of an act (he lasted one performance) was at Fox’s Star Theater at 107th Street and

Lexington Avenue around 1921, when Burt was eight. Both men would credit vaudeville with

giving them the live performer’s desire to please the audience who, after all, bought the tickets

and so had the right to decide what was good or bad. At the end of his life Cagney recognized

the “unmistakable touch of the gutter” in him, which he made no attempt to hide, and the

“wonderful, remarkable” people of his neighborhood. He remained tenaciously loyal, as Burt

would, to the slum code of never forgetting a favor.When Warner Bros. production head Hal

Wallis saw early screenings of the studio’s 1934 release, St. Louis Kid, and asked director Ray

Enright if Cagney was in fact directing the picture, Lancaster’s future boss at Paramount was

posing what would be a key question for fifties Hollywood and for Lancaster’s career. With his

financial support that same year of strikes by the Mexican farmworkers of the Cannery and

Agricultural Workers Industrial Union in California, Cagney made headlines as the first major

movie industry figure reportedly involved with an activity whose leadership identified with the

Communist Party. His loyalty to where he came from was expressed, at this stage of his life,

politically. Not just tough on-screen, Cagney was city-smart through and through, as fearless

and fast on his feet as the New York light fantastic, the very model of the movie star

engagé.Suggestible, antsy from his year-long recovery, Burt entered NYU’s School of

Education as a physical education major in the fall of 1931. What a settlement house report

described as Burt’s “existing condition” (probably the knife wound) kept him from joining the



freshman basketball team. The lecture classes were huge in this commuter institution of thirty

thousand students, with the School of Education alone enrolling about seven thousand. In

college because his mother had expected it of him, he found that the work load was nothing

compared to what Clinton had demanded. Sitting around in classrooms made him feel trapped.

Nothing was active enough, tough enough.He escaped to the roofs to fly birds with friends and

watch the trained pigeons and tipplets swoop through the air, away and free. “Burt knew his

birds,” recalled Jim Zanghi, a neighborhood friend, “he knew how to handle them.” Settlement

house plays continued to absorb him and he mugged in the mirror at the Muschio Brothers

barber shop on Third Avenue, telling everybody he was going to be an actor someday. Girls

made him nervous. When he was sixteen he had his first romance with a Jewish girlfriend,

Esther (some accounts say Hester), who became “the only girl” in his life for two years. When

he had money he would go to a dime-a-dance hall on Broadway with one of his more

experienced pals and hope for introductions. “He wasn’t much with the girls,” remembered

Natoli. “It’s not that he wasn’t interested. He didn’t have a way with them.”A couple of times he

walked Emily Hernandez, one of the prettiest girls at the settlement house and a May Festival

queen, to her home on Ninety-sixth Street. “I found him to be a little conceited,” she recalled.

“He was very ambitious even then. He would put down people and ask me things like, ‘Why

don’t you raise yourself above this?’ I didn’t like him for that, for putting down the fellows he

hung out with—when he hung out, which was very, very rare. He was a good basketball player

so the fellows looked up to him, but I don’t think too many of them were very fond of him. He

was not a dead-end kid like he wanted everyone to think he was. Burt was above all that, in a

little class by himself.”Honoring his now-reactivated Union scholarship, he arrived one

afternoon at the settlement house gym, a little early for his 3 p.m. basketball class. He wanted

to take advantage of the quiet to study. Over in the corner he noticed a man working out on a

single horizontal bar. He watched the man’s body swing through space—precise, controlled,

intense, pushing the air away. Burt was tall and skinny and beautifully coordinated, but this was

something different. He was mesmerized by the movement.“I wish I could do that,” Burt said to

the man.“I could teach you,” the man replied.That deal was, he would say later, like discovering

his calling. The man was a former circus acrobat named “Curly” Brent who had a history right

out of a Tarzan movie—or a vivid imagination. He said he was born into a wealthy English

family on an estate in the interior of New Zealand, stolen by Maoris, and found by a missionary

when he was fourteen, only to run away to join a traveling circus where he learned to perform

on the trapeze and bars. By the time Burt met him, he was installing window awnings on

skyscrapers and living in a boardinghouse on 105th Street. Hokum or truth, his story was right

out of any one of Burt’s favorite books, a confirmation that real life could be high romance.The

bar act is an ancient skill, dating back to Greek and Roman gymnastics. Revived in nineteenth-

century European and American gymnasiums, the classic single-bar routine developed into a

two- and three-bar sequence of grace and beauty that was claimed by circus pros to be the

purest form of human physical display. By the turn of the century, thousands of young boys

were signing up for tumbling classes and setting up bars in their backyards, as Burt eventually

did. “Can you do bars?” asked small-time circus employers in the 1920s and 1930s, referring to

the skill which could be added to clowning and tumbling by a versatile performer.Supplanted

over the decade by the movies, the glittering circus spectacle of exotic wild animals and

amazing physical feats by international stars reached its peak as Burt grew up in the 1920s.

“Great circus immortals” such as Ringling aerialist Lillian Leitzel, had a true and unique

stardom according to circus historian Robert Lewis Taylor: “In their time of crisis, the split-

second of something-gone-wrong, they showed courage worthy of their station.” Not just



glamorous, the feats were dangerous, a fact easy to forget because the art was in making it

look easy—an equipoise irresistible to the young Lancaster. There was also something boldly

sexual about the circus, the preening display of the scantily-clad human body, the

heartstopping risks, the ecstatic rhythm of the saut perilieux—the perilous leap into the dark,

the unknown, the series of highs from which it is impossible, once addicted, to come down. “To

grow up in America without dreaming about the circus,” he once wrote, “is not to have

lived.”After some sessions with Brent, Burt decided to bring along a short, tough Italian pal,

Nick Cuccia (the family pronounced the name “Coochee”), to work out with him. It was the

beginning of a relationship mythic in its mutual devotion and classic dissimilarities. “They were

like Damon and Pythias,” said Tina Cuccia-Cravat, Nick’s daughter. “Burt couldn’t be without

Nick and Nick couldn’t be without Burt,” recalled Nick’s sister, Frances Cuccia Rossi. “Any look

at Burt begins and ends with Nick,” screenwriter J.P. Miller insisted. Though they had known

each other since summer camp, the friendship was sparked a few months after Burt entered

NYU by the opening of the movie version of Mary Shelley’s novel Frankenstein. Rounding the

corner of 104th Street one night after coaching basketball, Burt ran into Nick, who was insisting

to his gang of pals that there was something more than just a horror flick in this odd tale of the

creator and his monster. “Let’s ask Burt what he thinks,” he said. “He’s educated.” When Burt

agreed with him, there was a moment of mutual recognition—“It was like, ‘friends!’ ” said

Cuccia-Cravat—and Nick invited his new best friend to his mother’s apartment on 104th Street

for dinner the next Sunday. After lasagna and stuffed artichokes, the three of them listened to

Mrs. Cuccia’s Enrico Caruso records and talked and talked. Burt nicknamed his new friend

Nicodemus, the name of the New Testament Pharisee to whom Jesus talks, in cryptic

analogies, about the Son of Man and his promise of eternal life.Nick was the Frankenstein

terror of the neighborhood. “Animal” and “Little Dempsey” were his nicknames, the latter given

in recognition of his Golden Glove career as an amateur bantamweight and lightweight boxer

who was fast with his hands. Helen White, the settlement house drama teacher of the time,

said with gentle understatement, “Nick had a few odd moments.” The brutish frustration of Boris

Karloff’s monster who knows not what he does must have touched something in the Italian who

had an almost pathological temper and would always be considered the real tough to Burt’s

softie. His mother, a Sicilian immigrant widowed with five young children, had put him in a New

Jersey Catholic children’s home for several years while she learned the seamstress trade.

When the nuns beat him and confiscated his mother’s gifts, he became alternately hostile or an

aggressive clown and, by the time he returned home at around age eight, something had been

destroyed. It did not help that he never grew beyond five feet two inches tall and left school

after the eighth grade.Burt felt an instinctive protectiveness toward this underdog, thanks to his

mother’s conditioning. It was the first of many such relationships. He claimed he could see the

sensitive soul in the tight, powerful little body, and he liked being the educated one. Each knew

the other would sense the slightest pretension. “I think my father never felt very important so he

over-compensated by these overstrong opinions on things he didn’t know anything about,”

Marcy Overway-Cravat, Nick’s older daughter, suggested. “Burt knew more but he, too, would

get a little cocky about his opinions and wasn’t always right.”Remembered by his friend Zanghi

as rarely smiling on the street, Burt had found not only a soulmate in Nick, but in his white-

haired, kindly mother, a substitute for his own dead parent. “How he would laugh!” recalled

Rossi of the many times Burt came to the Cuccia apartment for coffee and stories. “He’d crack

a joke and we’d laugh like hell.” Mrs. Cuccia could translate the Italian arias, heightening the

exaltation of the music that produced a shiver in him, like the blood running under his skin: “You

had to go out of the room because they listened so intense,” said Rossi. When Jim Lancaster



kicked him out of the apartment for too seriously wooing a girl with the gift of a wristwatch and

talk of marriage, Burt stayed with the Cuccias until his father calmed down. Years later,

whenever he spoke of Mrs. Cuccia, he cried.Curly Brent taught the two boys to make their own

wooden bars on the settlement house lathe which they then set up in the backyard of the

Lancaster brownstone. Burt thought he was doing Nick a favor by introducing him to

gymnastics; Nick saw his future not only in gymnastics, but in Burt, the educated, good-looking

“American,” and refused to get a regular job, spending all his time practicing. Brent regaled

them with tantalizing tales of the sawdust trail and the boys began to flirt with the idea that they

might be circus performers themselves.In November 1932, the worst year of the Depression,

Roosevelt was elected President in an atmosphere of national crisis. The prospect of a circus

life now dangled in front of the boys like a glittering dream. From the movie Cimarron, starring

Richard Dix, which had opened in 1931, they appropriated for Nick the surname of Dix’s

character, Yancy Cravat, as a stage name: Nick Cravat. Burt shortened the bulky “Lancaster” to

the snappy “Lang,” and “Lang & Cravat” instantly transformed them into something more than

the sum of their wannabe parts. Burt quit NYU after the 1932 fall term and began to practice on

the bars all day, every day. In early spring 1933, the boys snuck into the Ringling Bros. and

Barnum & Bailey Circus at Madison Square Garden. With the confidence of spectators, they

thought they could do some of the horizontal bar act moves just as well or better. Alfredo

Codona, one of the aerialist stars of the Greatest Show on Earth, performed his famous triple

somersault—the salto mortale, somersault of death—in the center ring, combining skill and

energy with what Lancaster would recall more than fifty years later as a “beautiful style and

grace.” When the Kay Bros. Circus, a truck show formed in 1932, advertised in Billboard for

new acts to fill the coming spring/summer season, Burt sent a letter to their winter

headquarters in Petersburg, Virginia, explaining that he and his partner didn’t really have an

act, just a bunch of routines, but they were willing to work and learn. There was no

reply.Impatient to step into their new life, the boys decided to intercept the circus en route and

take their chances. For forty dollars they bought the body of a Ford Model T into which was put

a brand-new motor by a mechanic cousin of Nick’s. Anxious to hold the family together so soon

after their mother’s death, Burt’s brother Jim and his sister Jane were upset; Willie, who was

closer to Burt, felt his brother should just go and get it over with. Later, Burt would think the

phrase “run off to join the circus” described exactly his flight from responsibility, respectability,

the ghost of his mother, East Harlem, the Depression.Shortly after newly inaugurated FDR

closed the country’s banks for four days, Burt and Nick took off from East Harlem one morning,

their rigging and second-hand tights stashed in the backseat of the car. Burt insisted, often,

that they headed for Petersburg, arriving around April 15. But Bob and Mary Ellen Peters, the

children of the circus owner Bill “Ketrow” Peters, remember a dumpy Model T showing up in

Plainfield, New Jersey with two very green kids inside who had a lot to learn.“They were very

polite and mannerly and very quiet,” recalled Mary Ellen. “Burt was very well-spoken,” she

added, in what was important code at the time for well brought up, educated. Their audition—a

cutaway, or forward somersault between bars—was a disaster of falls, ripped tights, and bloody

knees, a classic circus burlesque of anticipated success and actual failure he would never

forget. “I was so excited,” Burt recalled, “I fell right off. I got up from the ground, surprised and

woozy, and tried it again. It was a trick I knew I could do, but after the sixth plunge of eight feet,

as I lay on my back, my tights ripped and each vertebra separated from its brothers … I knew it

was no use. If I could have accomplished the darn thing, the old-timers were too weak from

laughing to appreciate it.” It was unusual for a circus to hire anyone with no experience,

especially in the worst period of the Depression. But Ketrow had only one excellent but aging



bar performer, Paul LeRoy, and recognized the visual appeal of two incongruous figures

working off each other as a team. The boys, said Mary Ellen, “sort of fit in.”The Kay Bros. one-

ring show consisted of twenty-five people, a dog-and-pony-show format, and one elephant. It

was “motorized,” as opposed to the old horse-drawn “mud shows,” which were too small and

modest to travel by rail. Tootling along in fancifully painted trucks, the little circus made daily

“jumps” of about fifty miles along country back roads. Up through New England to the tip of

Maine and back on down the coast, through towns such as Hancock and Vestal, New York,

across Pennsylvania, it ended up about nine thousand circuitous miles and seven months later

in the tobacco and cotton country of Georgia. Lancaster, who had never been outside of New

York City except for summer camp, found the New England countryside “beautiful beyond

description.” The troupe did two shows a day with Sundays off, for which Burt and Nick were

initially paid three dollars a week each, plus board. After the first month, they were raised to

five dollars a week. They loved telling the story of peeking into their first pay envelopes and

realizing there was no way they could quit now: How could they admit to anybody in East

Harlem that they were making only three bucks a week?The boys were seeing the world—and

from a vantage point that made them feel important. Circus people, Lancaster would recall,

were “the only ones who had traveled everywhere and had seen everything.” The fuzzy toot-

toot of the calliope could be heard for two miles as the cumbersome, colorful troupe came from

far away bringing wonders. Forming patterns of exhausting, nonstop labor that became

addictive, Burt adapted to a life with the repetitive rigor of a military campaign. He and Nick

slept on army cots in a tent, getting up each morning at five for a breakfast of sausages, eggs,

bacon, ham, and bottles of milk. On the road by six, the circus would arrive in the next town

about two hours later. If the trucks bogged down on an unpaved back road in a summer rain,

the elephant pushed them out of the muddy ruts, literally keeping the show on the road.

Pitching the big tent was the first priority at each destination, with everyone helping. Then Burt

and Nick put up their own rigging, driving in eight stakes to hold down three parallel hickory

“sticks” or bars, about seven feet high, six feet long, and seven feet apart. From ten to eleven in

the morning they practiced and warmed up for the first show at 2:30, which would last about

two hours, then more practice, supper, and the second show at 8:30. Sometime after 11 p.m.,

the circus gear would be loaded on the trucks and they slept until the next morning at five.

Then they rolled up their tent and cots, threw them on a truck, and faced another seventeen-

hour day. “When you’re nineteen years old,” Burt would recall, “you thrive on it.”On the road,

LeRoy taught the neophytes. Because of the bar performers’ momentum off the stationary

bars, the act was considered one of the most dangerous in the circus. There were no nets, as

with high-wire and trapeze artists; one missed cue and the “bar boy” went flying off,

unprotected, in any direction—sometimes to his death. Cuccia-Cravat remembered her father

saying, often, that he and Burt had “no padding.” Burt admitted he had to swallow a lump in his

throat and wipe his sweaty palms every time he looked up at “those bars.” Because of the

years of hard training and practice required to perfect it, the act was highly respected.

Foreigners usually dominated because it was a “dumb” act, that is, requiring no speech.Burt’s

solo routine began by his jumping up to catch the first bar with his hands and then building up

a rhythm by swinging back and forth until he soared into a series of giant swings—a full circle

in the air around the bar. He then launched himself into somersaults, flying from one bar to the

next. Eventually he developed his star trick: letting go of one bar at the height of a giant swing,

arching up through the air to land on his feet on the next bar, six feet away, poised and

stationary like a big bird. Performing a variation called a “swing around” several times each day,

he got an essential life lesson in showmanship when several layers of skin blistered off the



back of his knees. “Lay off that trick for a while,” Ketrow suggested, “and fill in with something

else” while the legs healed. Burt stood there, “sort of paralyzed. It just hadn’t occurred to me

that although ‘the show must go on,’ there might be a less harrowing way of continuing it.”

Always being in motion, perfecting something, alternating back and forth to find a rhythm of

sustained effort—the dance of the circus.By the end of the season Burt and Nick were no

longer, in the taunting lingo of the circus, “First of May guys.” They were seasoned “Johnny

Come Latelys” with a “fair, not top notch by any means” act, according to Bob Peters. “We were

a family group just as real as any I have ever known,” Burt later said. “When the box office was

low, salaries had to be skipped but we always knew that no one else was doing much better.

… We learned everything there is to know about trouping. And we learned about ‘heart.’ ” The

little troupe was indeed the first of many surrogate, self-assembled “families” in his life. He was

hooked on what Taylor called “the fugitive bustle” of the circus, the life of “detachment and

anonymity” in which it was bad form to ask where you were from.Heading north in November to

“winter” at home like an old circus hand, Burt returned to a jubilant East Harlem. La Guardia,

“America’s most liberal congressman,” the half-Italian, half-Jewish gadfly who had argued

against nativist hysteria for a larger, broader vision of immigrant America, had just been

elected mayor of New York City. He stubbornly continued to live in a tenement apartment on

109th Street and Fifth Avenue, three blocks north of the Lancasters. When he championed

Roosevelt’s New Deal, East Harlem residents gained in “solidarity and empathy,” recalled

neighbor Jim Giorgi. What would later seem in Hollywood like extreme behavior from Lancaster

was very like La Guardia’s. “The Little Flower,” about five feet, four inches tall, freely admitted

he was “inconsiderate, arbitrary, authoritarian, difficult, complicated, intolerant—a somewhat

theatrical person.” He also liked humiliating people and would routinely test a new victim to see

if he would fight back. “Arguments based on precedent,” according to biographer Thomas

Kessner, “made him seethe,” and Helen Harris described his “electrifying” speeches at the

settlement house, where he denounced “tin-horn gamblers and sin generally.” The only thing

that could stop and quiet him was music.As Burt refined his routines at the settlement house

and plotted his next circus season, La Guardia took office on January 1, 1934, in one of the

worst winters in New York history, during which the temperature dropped to a record minus

14°F. More than eighty percent of East Harlem housing, including the Lancaster building,

lacked central heating and fuel chits were distributed, redeemable at an East River pier for

hundred-pound bags of coal, which people hauled home through the snow-blocked streets in

baby carriages, wagons, or on their backs. Eighteen million Americans were out of work and

East Harlem claimed the largest number of unemployed of any neighborhood in a city that itself

had the greatest number of people on some form of relief (one estimate was 23 percent). La

Guardia insisted that it was the duty not of charitable “hell-fearing millionaires” but of

government—of society—to give direct relief. Lancaster would vividly remember the soul-

destroying side of chits and queues: “The Depression brought change,” he said later. “Despair.

Hating the dole.”Not only the Depression, but talking movies, radio, and paved roads were

squeezing the diversity and spontaneity out of the old forms of popular fun into which Burt’s

skills now took him. Smaller circus shows sprang up to take advantage of abandoned routes

when Ringling was forced to end its Depression-scorched 1931 season on September 14, the

earliest closing date in its long history. Many performers turned to aerial routines—the flying

trapeze—which were more spectacular than a little bar act down on the ground. Or they

switched to comedy, discovering that one clown/bar performer catching his coat on the corner

of a bar and flopping to the ground got more immediate audience reaction than the studied

beauty of the gymnastic routine.Burt and Nick doggedly worked against these trends. They



perfected a kind of syncopated routine in which each would work from the opposite end of the

bars, executing full twisters and the giant swing finish with in-air somersaults back to the

ground. Eventually their act expanded to include a comedy/bar routine with Burt playing the

straight man to Nick’s clown. Burt’s tall, gangling body did not really suit what he was making it

do; he had to bend his knees as he swung to avoid hitting the next bar. But the oddity of his

size worked in a business where anything that set you off from everybody else was an asset.

The incongruity suited his nature. He made his own music of motion, an opera of the air,

learning to use his body as an instrument of style.The May 19, 1934, issue of Billboard listed

only “B. Lancaster boss props” for the Russell Bros. Circus. Nick may have been recovering

from a fall at the end of the Kay Bros.’s season, or the two may have had one of their periodic

fights. The 120-foot big-top Russell Bros. Circus was another small to mid-sized troupe

featuring trapeze acts, Central American sloths, trained elephants, a sideshow with a double-

faced pygmy, and the “added attraction” of a four-legged girl. Starting off in Harrisburg, Illinois,

the troupe progressed by quick jumps to Dunkirk, New York, and trekked up through New

England playing a town a day (Burlington, Laconia, Holyoke), and back down through

Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, Alabama, and further south. With more New Deal cash

jingling in people’s pockets (circus receipts rose 33 percent from 1933 to 1934), there were so

many motorized shows on the road that season that they ended up racing each other to be first

to a given locality. On November 10 the season ended in Tunica, a northwest Mississippi town

south of Memphis in a county that Jesse Jackson, in 1985, would call “America’s Ethiopia.”

Somewhere in Alabama, intersecting with another circus, Burt met the woman who would be

his first wife.A short, chunky, pretty performer with fluffy hair, June Ernst was, Burt proudly

claimed, “the only woman in America who could do horizontal bar tricks.” Initially he may have

had his eye on the skill and circus connections of her mother, a bar performer and aerialist

named Ora Blush Ernst. She and her twin sister Pauline were the Loretta Twins, famous during

the teens and twenties for an aerial bar and trampoline act and as the “World’s Greatest Lady

Performers on the Horizontal Bar.” An ad in the June 30, 1917, issue of Billboard claimed the

“Ernstonian” aerial troupe—the twins and their husbands—featured “Ladies doing Double and

Triple Somersaults”; if true, they are forgotten in the male-dominated history of the once-elusive

“triple.” Burt—the future producer and star of Trapeze, the 1956 movie about mastering the

triple—would have heard the circus talk about Ora and her heyday circus tours to Australia and

Cuba and her stints with Barnum and Bailey. When he met her, she was performing a high

single bar act with no net.Lancaster claimed he fell in love with June in one February 1935

moment when the Ernsts, Nick, and Burt were all piled into one of the string of Chevrolets that

Lang & Cravat bought on time throughout the decade. They were heading south to a quick gig

at the Orange Festival in Winter Haven, Florida. June looked out at the cold New Jersey

landscape and said, “Look at the trees in their brown little dresses!” Everybody laughed. Burt

and June were married within a month. The entrée by marriage into this tight little world of

circus greats was a perfect move for an ambitious young performer. All the more so because,

according to Gracie Hanneford, daughter of circus equestrian clown legend “Poodles”

Hanneford, who met Burt the following spring, it was “sort of looked down on to marry an

outsider.”The unexpected marriage caused Burt immediate problems with his old partner. They

were contracted to start the coming season in York, South Carolina, with the bigger, three-ring

Barnett Bros. Circus at $35 a week. But the Ernsts were going with the Gorman Bros. Circus

and expected Burt to join them for the opening in Hackensack, New Jersey, in April. Though

Nick insisted Burt go with his bride, and found someone to replace him in the act, he was not

happy. “My dad liked having Burt to himself,” said Overway-Cravat. “He took the place of a



girlfriend or a wife.”Two of America’s greatest circus families were Gorman Bros. headliners

with Ora that 1935 season: the Hannefords and the Clarkes. Poodles Hanneford, “the funniest

man on horseback”—his 1915 record for twenty-six running leaps on and off horseback while

running behind and holding onto the back of a galloping horse still stands—shared the bill with

his famous daredevil flyer brother-in-law, Ernest Clarke, the first male flier to do the back triple

aerial somersault. Hanneford had the extra Hollywood aura of having been tapped by Fatty

Arbuckle to appear in films under Arbuckle’s pseudonymous direction after a 1921

manslaughter case ruined the actor’s on-screen career. (Though Arbuckle died in 1933,

Poodles could be seen that season doing a version of his act in the Shirley Temple movie Our

Little Girl.)Under the critical eyes of such pros, Burt’s performing skills improved. While June

swung alone on a single trapeze, he performed a triple horizontal bar act—“The Lancasters”—

with June’s siblings, Mary and J.G. “For a big guy, Burt had a very good style—and the smile,”

said Tommy Hanneford, Poodles’s nephew. “The bar act used to be called a ‘stick act’ and is

considered the hardest act to perform, hard on your body and all muscle. That’s why you don’t

see it anymore.” Tommy and Gracie remember the newlyweds sleeping in the back of a station

wagon. “June was very nice, sweet, arty,” recalled Gracie, “a quiet person, small with dark hair.

Pretty but plain. Burt was different. He was personable, a nice fellow.”There were now four

railroad shows on the road in addition to about a dozen motorized shows. Towns were

plastered with circus posters, often for three troupes simultaneously. The newly formed

Interstate Commerce Commission enacted trucking regulations that added costs and red tape

to what had been a happily unregulated business. When Gorman Bros. kept getting bogged

down in rainy, windy weather, Burt and June decided to leave in July, mid-season, something

circus performers rarely did (Gorman Bros. later closed, early, on August 10). After eleven

weeks with the “Honest Bill” Newton circus, for which he was never paid, Burt finished off the

season back home working for four weeks at Coney Island’s Luna Park, the “Electric Eden” of

thousands of brilliant lights bedecking exotic minaret towers and a neck-snapping Shoot the

Chutes ride. Burt fit right in hawking the show to the eager crowds, a carny veteran now. Over

the entrance to his favorite attraction, Steeplechase Park, a famous sign hung for nearly

seventy years. The Steeplechase Man, it was a strange, leering Cheshire cat face, which some

people thought obscene, with two even rows of grinning, super-white teeth. Its rictus grin is

spookily like the Chiclets grimace of “Mr. Muscles and Teeth” of postwar Hollywood, Burt

Lancaster.By the fall of 1935 Burt was back in New York City in time to be a part of an

explosive chapter in American entertainment, one that would be for him, as for so many others,

a kind of conversion experience. In the New York theater of the mid-1930s, play and playwright

seemed to have the power to dissolve the barrier between performer and audience, to make

them into one charged entity ready to exit the theater and change the world. “Everybody was

on WPA,” Burt recalled, referring to the Works Progress Administration, the New Deal federal

relief program, “nobody had a dime—but the vitality, the hope, the imagination! The theater

was alive—Dead End, Lillian Hellman’s The Children’s Hour, the Group Theater, Clifford Odets,

Julius Caesar in modern dress—it was a thrilling time.” All his life he would recall “the entire

audience standing up to hiss that little girl at the end of the second act of The Children’s

Hour … that was the place and that was the time.”Because he was on relief, he qualified to

work for the WPA circus, one of the many arms of the Federal Theater Project (FTP), a WPA

initiative designed to put unemployed entertainment professionals to work. Across the country

more than forty-two thousand performances—dramas, puppet and marionette shows,

children’s plays, and dramatizations of current events called The Living Newspaper—brought

live performances, often free of charge, to twenty million Americans. Many of them had never



seen any kind of play before. The result was what Fortune called, in 1937, “an astonishment

needled with excitement such as neither the American artist nor the American audience had

ever felt before.” The sheer size of the effort was, wrote Brooks Atkinson in the New York Times

the same year, “beyond the scale of anything that had ever been done in the theater before.” Of

the more than twelve thousand FTP workers, almost half were employed in New York City, and

army engineer officer Brehon B. Somervell was called in to administer the behemoth. The

circus alone was a three-ring extravaganza employing 375 people, including the “world’s

largest circus band” of fifty-five musicians and a whopping sixty clowns. It was all expressly

created to make Depression children laugh.Burt cabled Nick in Chicago and told him to get on

relief quick so he could qualify for the WPA salary of $23.86 a week and then he bided his time

before the opening of the 1935–36 winter season. He and June were living in an apartment on

Forty-seventh Street where June, entranced with the style of German expressionist dancer

Mary Wigman, spun out dreams of the two of them becoming a dance team. For three weeks

he took ballet lessons then quit out of embarrassment.The winter WPA season started off at

Ridgewood Grove, a boxing arena in Brooklyn, and circulated around the five boroughs of the

city, continuing into the new year. Starting up again for the 1936 summer tenting season of

twenty-one weeks from May to October, the circus performed during one of the hottest

summers on record. Children from city settlement houses, orphanages, and detention houses,

few of whom had ever seen a circus, were herded into packed performances, with one matinee

playing to an audience of fourteen thousand, the largest audience for any WPA show.

Eventually the circus’s slogan would be “Two and a half million children can’t be wrong.” The

hyperbole of the 1937–38 winter season program touted Lang & Cravat in Ring Two in a

comedy/triple-bar routine of “daring conjunctive giant swings and far and fearless fly-overs.” At

the Harlem River Speedway in August 1937, as Hollywood star Estelle Taylor—known in the

popular press as “the former wife of Jack Dempsey”—watched with a group of children, Nick

attempted a back somersault between the second and third bars, missed, and crashed twenty

feet to the ground, smashing his face. In late September he was injured again and remained

out of the show for several weeks.By the next spring opening in 1938, after more than two

years with the FTP, Burt and Nick had each made other plans. They may have sensed which

way the political wind was blowing and decided to get out before the big top blew in on them.

When the FTP was created in 1935, what had started with the American Lab Theater as

admiration for Russian repertory theater and its collective emphasis on the performing whole

had been transformed by real economic hardship into what theater artists like Adler and

Strasberg saw as a chance to test their mettle, to be, as Clurman would write, “devoted,

courageous and boldly creative,” like the Russians. Clifford Odets was “the King of Broadway”

in 1935, his Waiting for Lefty, with its electrifying curtain call to “Strike!,” playing simultaneously

in about sixty American cities. By 1938, a midterm election year, conservative politicians were

more than alarmed by a sequence of events including Roosevelt’s attempt to “pack” the

Supreme Court with liberal justices, the 1937 Memorial Day Massacre by Chicago police of

striking steelworkers, and Odets’s appearing on the cover of Time. The safe, careful country

they thought they knew was threatened from all sides, but especially from within by communist

radicals. The FTP was assumed to be riddled with Communists—at best a New Deal

propaganda machine, at worst a patronage boondoggle for fellow travelers.In July 1938, J.

Parnell Thomas, a pudgy Republican congressman from New Jersey and a junior member of

the newly formed House Special Committee on Un-American Activities (HUAC), released an

unfavorable opinion of the FTP, calling it a “hotbed for Communists.” Chaired by Rep. Martin

Dies of Mississippi, the HUAC was charged with the mandate to find and expose “politically



subversive activity” in not only the FTP but also the Federal Writers’ Project and the American

Civil Liberties Union. Roosevelt blasted the effort as “flagrantly unfair and un-American.” By

August, Dies was holding hearings and calling witnesses, including the FTP’s head, Hallie

Flanagan. Representative Everett Dirksen called the project’s productions “salacious tripe” and

one congressman asked Flanagan if Christopher Marlowe, the Elizabethan dramatist, was a

Communist.Hollywood tried to defend against what was seen, after Republicans won control of

Congress in November, as the “quickest game” to start deconstruction of the New Deal.

Tallulah Bankhead made a well-publicized trip to Washington to plead the FTP’s case before

the Senate. Lillian Hellman, Bette Davis, Katharine Hepburn, Clifford Odets, Jimmy Cagney,

and others twisted the arms of congressmen and sent telegrams. A precedent for coast-to-

coast radio appeals was set as major figures from the actor, director, and screenwriter guilds

united into one committee to produce two radio broadcasts from Hollywood on June 25 and

June 26. On June 30, 1939, the Federal Theater Project was killed.The celebrity effort to save

the FTP and the principles at stake left a mark on Lancaster. Freedom of individual expression,

especially when different from majority opinion, and the mildly collective vision of America that

inspired the FTP, were all in line with what he had been brought up to believe. The HUAC

would resurface less than ten years later, with many of the same pieces and players in place

but with the stakes much higher. He would be right in the middle of the game.The swan song of

the New York City FTP was Sing for Your Supper, a musical revue that opened in April 1939

with a cast of more than one hundred. One defiant quartet song, “Leaning on a Shovel,”

rebutted the common taunt directed against relief workers—that they did nothing but lean

against their government-issue shovels—by explaining that only by leaning on them could they

have built so many roads, parks, dams, bridges, and public schools. The director of this

emblematic flop, years in the making as Congress kept cutting the funding, was Harold Hecht.

After dancing with Mikhail Mordkin, the Metropolitan Opera ballet corps in Stravinsky’s Les

Noces, the Martha Graham dance company, and a song and dance act in the Grand Street

Follies, Hecht followed Boleslavsky out to Hollywood in 1930 to choreograph dance numbers in

Paramount and Fox talkies. When the production of musicals was cut back, he returned to New

York in 1935 to join the FTP and the Communist Party. After the FTP folded, he went to work

for the Nat Goldstone Agency in Hollywood as a literary agent specializing in theatrical

properties—and formulated a plan. All he needed to succeed in this crazy business was a star.

Then he could cluster the scripts and the directors around him and become a David O.

Selznick.Together with Ora, J.G., and Mary, Burt joined the Newton Bros. Circus in the spring

of 1938, opening on March 30 in Greenville, Alabama. With twenty trucks, three elephants,

eight clowns, nine high-diving dogs, a ten-piece band, and a drunk horse, Ora and Mary were

the “ace number” of the program, according to Billboard. Burt and J.G. were the comedy/bar

act. June was not listed on the line-up because the marriage was over. Burt would always

speak well of his first wife, claiming that the two of them just drifted apart, too young to be

married. She had bigger dreams than the circus, but he had married her because of her

connection to the sawdust trail. But one close circus friend recalls that the relationship abruptly

ended when Burt discovered June with another man. Personal loyalty, which was considered

the paramount “male” virtue at the time, at least between men, was becoming what Pete Martin

of the Saturday Evening Post would later call his “religion.” He stood by people; they should

stand by him. If they didn’t, then what, under this big blue American heaven, could he count on?

An unexpected and severe economic slump made the summer of 1938 in the circus business

the worst ever. Too many truck-and-wagon circuses had been created in response to the

economic upturn of 1937 and they found themselves overlapping in towns too small to support



more than one troupe at the best of times. Then the rains started. The smaller outfits bogged

down in seas of mud that slowed the jumps between towns and cut back the already

diminished audiences. By July 1, two of the five railroad circuses had folded. When Ringling-

Barnum closed suddenly due to a strike, there was a mad scramble by the motorized troupes

to claim their New England dates. In one of the heaviest rains of the season, the Newton Bros.

outfit ground to a halt in Corry, Pennsylvania, and closed early in Willoughby, Ohio, on August

10. In early September the largest truck show, the Tom Mix Circus, closed forever. Showmen

everywhere, said one account, were left “beaten and bewildered.”For Burt, it was 1935 all over

again. Even Ora could not get him bookings now. Of his five years in the circus, he would only

regret that he had not been good enough or lucky enough to have made it his real life. Like

anybody so smitten, he was not in it for the security. He fed off the insecurity. “[N]o

responsibilities, no bills to pay, no household to keep up.… A nice life,” a wistful Lancaster told

a New York Times reporter in 1953, summing up one of the most rigorous, dangerous

performance arts as “comfortable, easy.”He was now forced into the lowest bookings—fairs,

carnivals, the dying vaudeville circuits, and burlesque houses. After 1938 he and Nick operated

out of Chicago, the hub of the booking agencies listing the acts used in the less sophisticated

circuits of the South, Midwest, and West. In a kind of performer/agent cockfight, each season’s

dates were lined up at the Barnes-Carruthers Fair Booking Association, located on Chicago’s

Clark Street in what one of Burt’s later press releases would call “a particularly realistic

section” of the city. More than one hundred agents representing everything from amusement

parks to road houses held court while Burt and Nick raced the other acts up and down the

staircase from floor to floor. They stepped over drunken has-beens, going from agent to agent,

datebooks in hand.Acrobatic acts like theirs were a dime a dozen, not quite good or exciting or

funny enough. Hurtling through the dark in their Chevys to one gig after another, Nick, always

the driver, claimed to have racked up a million miles by the early 1940s. He would remember

closing one gig in Kansas City and driving over icy roads to Milwaukee to report for a dress

rehearsal the next morning. Exhausted, he and Burt had slept in their dressing room on the

canvas equipment covers. At least one night a cop took pity on them and let them bunk in the

local jail.Every penny was saved, squirrel-like, for the New York winter when one weekend of

work in five weeks was doing well. When that wasn’t enough, a restaurant on Forty-sixth Street

gave them open credit. Come the spring, the two men borrowed enough to pay for the gas to

their first fair date, then they mailed off money orders to pay back their debts and the cycle

began again. Bedouins of the heartland, they pitched tents near summer fairgrounds and were

fed by the local women’s clubs all the homemade pies and roast meat they could eat for thirty-

five cents. Feral, brown from the sun and the outdoors life, with a mop of tousled blond hair,

bad teeth, and preternaturally bright blue eyes that already had seen a lot. In 1939 Burt turned

twenty-six.In 1940 they teamed up with a WPA circus headliner, Jack McCarthy, to form a new

act called The Three Toppers. To the triple-bar routine, a perch pole stunt was added in which

Nick balanced a wooden pole vertically in the air on his head while Burt shimmied to the top

and, by the strength of his upper arms, swung his body out at a right angle to the pole and kept

it there, like a flag. It was a light, fast, flexible act that could be set up virtually anywhere. They

found themselves riding the jitterbug craze that pulled in huge audiences for the joyful rhythm-

blast of swing. Lesser acts like theirs were clustered around the “bandshows” now performing

in movie theaters between screenings of the opening run of a Hollywood feature. The biggest

names—Harry James, either Dorsey brother, Benny Goodman—were able to specify the “A”

pictures they would agree to appear with. Weak “B” movies, of which there were many at the

end of the 1930s, now needed the enhancement of some kind of stage show to ensure a



decent-sized audience. All over the country, small-town theaters had to come up with weekly

revues to “draw [the audience] away from Mickey Rooney–Clark Gable flickers,” complained

one harried manager to Billboard in 1939.Burt and Nick got brief bookings, typically lasting

about a week, with top acts such as Ozzie Nelson’s band, and at the Drake and Blackstone

Hotels in Chicago. On New Year’s Eve 1939, they appeared in a stage show with the Harry

James orchestra at Shea’s Theater in Albany, New York, opening Balalaika, an MGM musical.

The headliner was radio comedian and former circus clown Red Skelton, at his peak as one of

the highest-paid entertainers in show business, and the band singer was Frank Sinatra (who

joined Tommy Dorsey’s band immediately after this booking). Both Skelton and Sinatra would

remember Burt on that show (“swinging on those crazy bars,” said the singer), but neither of

two reviews in Billboard lists any such act or person. He was merely an acrobat filling in before

the name star.Toward the end of the 1940 season, The Three Toppers arrived in Los Angeles

on tour with the West Coast Burt Levey vaudeville circuit. Burt noted the “lazy tang” of the

orange-scented air, the big “sprawling country town” with silver-haired ladies playing bridge in

hotel lobbies and orangejuice stands on each corner. In an era when men still wore hats and

jackets everywhere but to the beach, Los Angeles men walked around in shirtsleeves. A

telegram arrived from Burt’s New York agent, Eddy Smith, informing him that an appointment

had been set up with Steve Trilling, head of casting at Warner Bros. Smith thought his client

might be Fairbanks-like movie material—or at least another Richard Talmadge, the star’s

stuntman (and reportedly the first “kid,” at age 14, to do the triple for Barnum and Bailey). Burt

was driven out to the new, modern studio in Burbank and, after meeting Solly Biano, Trilling’s

genial assistant, he sat around for about half an hour, feeling nervous. Inside Trilling’s office he

had to wait another ten minutes while he was pointedly ignored. Suddenly Trilling looked up, as

if seeing him for the first time, and snapped, “What did you do, bribe your agent?” Burt claimed

he went up to Trilling and said, “You’re a rude, stupid little man,” and left the room. He probably

said worse. What did he care? It was only another humiliating indicator that he did not have

much of a future in any kind of performing career.The periods of no work were increasingly

frequent and he went back to East Harlem to stay with his father and sister and hang around

Town Hall in hopes of being able to sneak in to the opera. During a matinee appearance with

the Nelson band, Burt’s beat-up equipment broke and Ozzie and Harriet Nelson lent him the

enormous sum of $1,000 to fix it. Over the next few years they received envelopes containing

money until, one night when they were all in the same town, Burt came up to their dinner table,

plunked down $25, and said, “This pays me off.” Then he brought out a notebook in which all

the payments were listed and asked Ozzie, “Will you mark it paid please?”Like a big, brutal

incarnation of the Keatsian boy with his nose pressed to the sweet shop window, he knew what

success looked like, but he could not claim it as his own. He was smaller than small-time, the

cruel vaudeville term for performers either on their way up or on their way out. At some point he

was reportedly reduced to posing for what were called “meat magazines” for men, not quite

nude, his body arranged in quaintly Greco-Roman stances. (Almost thirty years later a candid

frontal nude shot of a young man carefully identified as “could be Burt Lancaster,” smiling with

taunting affection at the camera, would turn up in Blueboy and in a special retro Hollywood

spread in Playgirl and even later on the Internet.) It was back to Lang & Cravat in 1941 and to

playing the raunchy burlesque houses of Cincinnati, St. Louis, and Kansas City. “There’s never

a payoff,” he told Nick. “We go without food, and without even subway fare just like when we

started. I’m fed up.” Nick was convinced they could still make it, but Burt insisted, “I’m not a kid

anymore.… It’s time I tried something else.” In November he cut a finger on his right hand.

When it became badly infected he decided to call it quits. After training a replacement for the



act, Burt left for Chicago.Thinking he would take advantage of the Christmas 1941 holiday rush

to get a job as a delivery truck driver for the Marshall Field department store, he instead found

himself hired, just after the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7, as a

floorwalker in women’s lingerie at $25 a week. The personnel director thought the handsome,

college-educated circus performer was ideal to handle the women customers returning

brassieres, nightgowns, and girdles. “I … learned,” he recalled, “how to con those dames

along” and he was kept on into the new year when he decided his path to success was as a 5

percent commission salesman in men’s furnishings. He had always had an eye for good

clothes and a hole in his pocket. If he had $100 with him and needed a suit, he would buy a

$100 suit.But selling was not as easy as it looked. “I was starving,” he recalled—and so grew,

as he put it, a notion. “My lack of success … was related to my slow starting sales pitch, which

in turn was related to an inability to attract attention.” He started doing handstands on the

counters and then did a few cartwheels in the aisle, “distinguishing myself,” as he described it,

“from the wallpaper.” He became the third-best salesman in the department, earning about $80

a week—good money in 1942. “Sell yourself first,” he would say later, “if you want to sell

anything.” Through a local music critic he found a new circle of music-loving friends and was

able to move into a North Side boardinghouse. A fellow salesman who occasionally worked at

WGN radio in Chicago suggested he try for a job with the New York–based Community

Concerts Bureau, Inc., a Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) subsidiary. It would involve, as

Burt later described it, “selling culture in lieu of shirts,” traveling across America persuading

communities to book top orchestras, opera companies, and ballets on tour.Waiting for a

response after an interview with a CBS rep, he took a summer job with the Fulton Market

Refrigeration Company in the heart of the Chicago meat-packing district. With the same carny

passion he had used to sell underwear, he took on the bloody butchers of Chicago. Seventy

meat coolers had to be adjusted twice a day but Burt decided to make three rounds,

“disciplin[ing] the butchers,” as he described it. “I became,” he said, “their pal.” At the end of the

summer the butchers signed a petition asking the company to hire Burt permanently. They had

never had a cooler inspector who cared so much.Just as he got a call to come back to New

York for an interview with the head of Community Concerts in July 1942, his draft papers

arrived. He moved in with his father and took a temporary weekend job as a singing waiter

across the Hudson River in a Jersey City “night box,” doing the odd after-midnight rendition of

“Paper Doll.” In the dockyard setting of gamblers and bookies, his quaintly formal way of asking

the roughest customer for his order, please, instead of growling the usual, “Waddya want?”

stood out. Some trace of Sunday school propriety had survived the years on the road.“I never

let it get up to my conscious mind,” he recalled of the long string of grubby jobs now coming to

an end, “… that all the time I was trying to be an actor. There was the pattern for me to read,

spread out before me. But I wouldn’t. Nobody—but nobody—can make a good life for himself if

he keeps on denying his own pattern, his own drive, his real self. That was what I was

doing.”On the night of January 11, 1943, along with the 101 other enlisted soldiers assigned to

the Twenty-first Special Service Division of the U.S. Army, Burt arrived at Fort Riley, Kansas.

Inducted into the armed forces in New York on January 2, he was now put through what his

field artillery captain would later describe as “a thorough and gruelling basic training.” By

March, Private Lancaster had a forty-one-inch chest and looked the part of an all-American

fighting soldier.His basketball, circus, and vaudeville skills made him a perfect candidate for the

Army Service Forces (ASF), a brand-new experiment in U.S. military organization. The

functions of induction, deployment, demobilization, procurement, and delivery of matériel, as

well as anything else that might need doing—especially the morale-building entertainment of



soldiers—were assumed by the ASF, thereby, in theory, freeing Chief of Staff George C.

Marshall and the field generals to focus on strategy and winning the war. The man chosen to

run “the biggest headache in the War Department” was General Somervell, the same man who

had administered the New York WPA. Out of the long and demoralizing trench warfare of World

War I, General Pershing had emerged with an insight that became the motto of the new

division: “Give me a thousand men who are entertained over 10,000 men who have had no

entertainment.” Not only was this to be a different kind of war, it would be fought by a different

kind of army, a “smart” army manned by the first generation of Americans to have benefited

from free general public education.Before being shipped out for duty to a destination as yet

unknown, the Twenty-first moved on to Camp Sibert in Attalla, Alabama, where they were

taught a new curriculum designed to enable mobile units behind the front lines anywhere in the

world to offer sports, a library, games, and soldier shows. For the musicians, all of whom were

big-band professionals, the unit’s commanding officer wrangled the equipment for a fourteen-

piece orchestra, including a Steinway “Victory piano” that weighed five hundred pounds and

was painted olive drab. While awaiting orders, the Twenty-first developed its first revue

appropriately called “Let’s Go!” Lancaster’s duties expanded to include routines in the show

and he was upgraded to an “entertainment specialist.” When the division sailed from Norfolk,

Virginia, in July, he was part of a group of seasoned performers who made up another of his

self-created “families,” friends he would keep for the rest of his life.Well out to sea and safe

from the loose lips that sank ships, the men were told their destination: Casablanca. The Allied

forces, after landing in Casablanca in November 1942 and running the Axis troops out of North

Africa, had just landed in Sicily. The invasion was facilitated, it was rumored, by the Mafia

connections of old East Harlem neighbor Lucky Luciano; during an April preinvasion bombing

of Palermo, the palazzo of Giuseppe de Lampedusa, the future author of The Leopard, was

destroyed. The goal was the swift capture of Rome, after which, it was assumed, the rest of the

campaign would be a straightforward march up what Churchill described as Italy’s “soft

underbelly,” with a last-ditch stand by the German army at the northern border of the Alps.

While due note was taken of the dangers—five hundred miles of rough mountainous terrain on

which tanks would be useless—nothing could be allowed to slow down the advance. The fate

of Europe in the summer of 1943 was thought to hang on the Italian campaign.Burt became

inseparable during basic training from violinist Arnold Belnick and pianist Boris Barere, two

classically trained musicians assigned to the Twenty-first. Belnick was a culturally savvy New

Yorker, while Barere had recently emigrated from Russia and barely spoke English (his father

was Simon Barere, the “heartstopping piano virtuoso” who dropped dead of a cerebral

hemorrhage at Carnegie Hall on April 2, 1951, while playing Grieg’s piano concerto). They

began giving concerts—Burt was Barere’s page-turner—for the local radio station in

Casablanca and were detached from the Twenty-first to play for the troops in hospitals and

camps in Bizerte, Tunis, and Rabat. The trio floated free across the North African coast for the

last months of 1943, “bad-mouthed as troublemakers,” according to Belnick, by mistrustful,

envious officers, and finally court-martialed in December for refusing to carry out what they

considered an unfair task assigned by a sergeant. As punishment they were demoted back to

privates.They rejoined the Twenty-first at Caserta, just north of Naples, at the beginning of

1944. The division was assigned to follow the U.S. Fifth Army in its brutal fight for what would

seem like every river, mountain, and hill town up the Italian boot. After the Italian government

had surrendered on September 8, and Naples, wrecked and booby-trapped by the retreating

Germans, was liberated on October 1, Salerno, Anzio, and Monte Cassino became horrific

highlights in the history of modern warfare. Bogged down in one hard-won Apennines ridge



after another, the Allied effort was plagued by freezing rain, snow, mud, hypothermia, mines,

dysentery, hepatitis, foot infections, and syphilis. When Somervell’s global trouble-shooter,

Major General Leroy Lutes, was later asked which theater of World War II had the worst

conditions of all, he answered the mountains of Italy in winter. It took the Fifth Army and the

Twenty-first Special Service Division nine months after the liberation of Naples, during what

Lancaster would call a “starving, stinking winter,” to reach Rome on June 5, 1944.From then

on, the Italian campaign was of dubious strategic value and the character of the top leaders

who had staked so much to beat the Normandy invasion by one day became the subject of

bitter sarcasm among the troops. Fifth Army General Mark Clark in particular was derided for

his love of publicity and his inability, unlike General Douglas MacArthur in the Pacific, to plan

and execute strategy that would both outwit the enemy and save lives. Ten, fifteen, twenty,

even forty years later—especially when he began to subvert his heroic persona in the service

of what a veteran could recognize as something like the truth—Lancaster brought to his

military roles the wary stance of someone who had been there. No phony heroics, no

vainglory.He fell in love with the country that had colored so much of his childhood: the teeming

streets of Naples; the Italian women “sensational,” he said, “in their will to live”; Mt. Vesuvius

erupting as if in sympathy with the devastation below. Wartime Italy was a landscape all the

more surreal for the complaisant beauty of a vanquished people eager for Hershey bars and

packs of cigarettes, awed by tall soldiers with straight teeth who seemed as beautiful as

gods.The Twenty-first performed the first live show to play on the Anzio beachfront—“G.I. Joe

from Anzio”—after the Allied breakthrough in spring 1944. “Stars & Gripes,” a minstrel show

revue developed somewhere between Casablanca and Tunis in fall 1943, became the

signature of the division and was the first American show to be staged in newly liberated

Rome. Goofy and irreverent, it was a typical “soldier show” combining music, vocal solos, a

quiz, a “stirring patriotic number” or a popular tune for sing-alongs, and funny skits about the

daily gripes of war and old favorites like “Who’s on First?” Anything lying around was salvaged

for props and costumes—mop heads for wigs, coffee cans for floodlights. Burt ransacked

bombed-out Italian opera houses for props and scenery. In the absence of women, the drag

“chorus line” was a constant feature as were jitterbug jam sessions held in boxing rings with

men dressed in skirts made from G.I. tents. In a 1946 Screenland interview, Burt recalled that

“Stars & Gripes” received “commendations from Generals Clark and [Lucien] Truscott as the

finest morale-builder in any theater of the ETO [European Theater of Operations].”He would

dismiss any kind of danger in his wartime career. But in fact, the Twenty-first often performed a

mile or so from the enemy in the midst of what the official history of the division described as

“severe” bombings and nightly shelling that made it impossible for anyone to bivouac. The

Italian winter snow, rain, and frigid cold “forced the bandsmen to play while wearing overcoats

and woolen gloves,” noted the history, “and caus[ed] the ‘girls’ in the can-can chorus to come

out with knees blue with cold.”Thanks to the Twenty-first’s theatrical director, a New York actor

and director named Thom Conroy, the shows provided Burt with a chance to speak onstage—a

key link between his circus and movie careers. Two years older than Burt, Conroy had

appeared on stage with Ruth Chatterton, Jean Muir, Spencer Tracy, and Tyrone Power, and

was director for several seasons of Connecticut’s Hartford Civic Theater. Burt loved this gay

man’s humor, loyalty, skill at bridge, and ability to play any of a huge repertoire of show tunes

on the piano as he lit one cigarette from the last, sipping endless martinis. Writing sketches

and helping work out production numbers for the constantly changing revue, Burt often acted

as MC. For one act, he sat on the knee of another New York actor who was half his size,

vaudeville comic Irving Burns (né Bernstein), for a take-off on one of the best-loved songs of



the time, an Al Jolson hit, “Sonny Boy.” When he found an Italian mechanic in Caserta to turn

out bars on a lathe, he added a version of his old circus act to the revue mix.He was learning

to create spectacle out of nothing, to engage a shell-shocked audience in an elemental kind of

theater poised between life and death. Fully aware that the average soldier from the front

despised the entertainers behind the lines and often vented that anger by picking fights with

them, he and Conroy incorporated the belligerence into their skits. The soldiers laughed at

themselves, many of them for the last time. Casualties would reach 70 percent in some Allied

units before the final breakthrough over the Apennines into the Lombardy plain in a rush

toward the Po River in April 1945.Belnick recalled that Private Lancaster was a quiet soldier

revealing “tremendous enthusiasm and vitality” only to those he trusted. Barere claimed Burt

“never gambled or drank,” although there was evidence—knife wounds, a hair-trigger

aggressiveness when challenged—that suggested his rough past. Ted Post, who would direct

him in one of his finest movies, Go Tell the Spartans, was also assigned to a Special Service

Division in Italy and remembered the handsome acrobat as always reading and asking

permission to go to the opera. “Burt had a very private life,” he said. “He hugged it to himself.”

At thirty, he was older than most of his fellow soldiers and, Barere recalled, somewhat

“depressed” about his future. But he had begun to formulate what Post described as a kind of

“vision.” In the midst of a world war being fought on the rubble of old cultures, “he was very

aware of the difficulties of our civilization—he had lots of ideas.” When his two musician pals—

short, Jewish, and subject, as Belnick recalled, to constant “incidents of anti-Semitism”—were

taunted once too often one afternoon at an outdoor restaurant, Burt leaped up on a table and

“threatened anyone” to take him on instead. “I was always sticking up for the little fellows,” he

later said, “and fighting their battles for them.”The Twenty-first moved north from Rome to

Cecina, Certaldo, and Florence in fall 1944, setting up another rest center, including six

theaters, for the frontline troops at the ancient thermal spa of Montecatini-Terme in the Arno

River valley of Tuscany between Lucca and Pistoia. Toward the end of the year a USO unit,

including six actresses from New York, arrived to perform for the troops. Captain Phillip Leslie

Tomalin, a singer with big bands in the 1930s, Susan Sarandon’s father, and the officer who

had escorted Danny Thomas and Marlene Dietrich into Anzio for their brave performance

under fire, had just been named head of Entertainment Special Services for the Mediterranean

Theater of Operations. With five days to write a musical comedy for the USO group, he created

a take-off on Dumas’s The Three Musketeers, written in jive lingo. For the part of the

innkeeper’s daughter he cast a petite, vivacious, twenty-seven-year-old, blond stenographer

named Norma Anderson, substituted at the last minute in New York for an ill USO girl.

Anderson was a girl who had what Tomalin recalled as a “wonderful sense of humor.” On

seeing Burt in the crowd that thronged the jeep on the way into town from the airport, she

turned to the officer next to her and said something like, “Who is that good-looking soldier and

is he married?” The officer set up a blind date for that evening.The future star’s second wife

and the mother of his five children, Norma was born in 1917 in the far northwest corner of

Wisconsin in the farm hamlet of Webster from immigrant stock with a set of political values very

like those of East Harlem’s residents. The Scandinavian farmers of Wisconsin, having fled the

rigid inheritance laws of their homelands, were ripe for Robert La Follette’s campaign to break

the power of the lumber barons, rail bosses, and utilities companies; by the turn of the century,

the city of Milwaukee had a socialist government. Norma’s father, Charles Anderson, was a

Swedish Lutheran farmer who settled in the area in 1896 and believed that every American

should have an equal opportunity to make of his life what he could. Her mother, Mary Elizabeth

“Mae” Carroll Anderson, was a Roman Catholic of Irish descent who was working as a



schoolteacher in the local one-room schoolhouse when she met and married Anderson. After

the family moved to Opa-locka, Florida (Charles worked as the town’s first gardener), in the

1920s in hopes that the climate would ameliorate Mae’s asthma, Norma graduated from Miami

Edison High School in 1933—her yearbook nickname was “Hot-Cha”—and arrived in New York

just before the war ready for the high life of the big city. Pretty enough to work as a hatcheck

girl at the Russian Tea Room, Norma was also smart enough to study at Columbia University’s

Teachers’ College.The story of the wartime romance as precursor to one of Hollywood’s longer-

lasting marriages would get spun many ways. Lancaster himself would remember observing

that Norma made a point of dancing with the enlisted men at a USO dance, letting them cut in

every couple of minutes. Later, he said of their first encounter, “love hit me again—and again in

an offbeat, theatrical kind of way,” implying a comparison with his sudden falling for June ten

years earlier. He had a lifelong weakness for the bolt-of-lightning love that zaps but is maybe

not so smart. It was often claimed in studio press releases that he and Norma were so in love

they went temporarily AWOL that winter of 1944 and got married two days later in a civil

ceremony in Pisa after Lancaster proposed inside the Leaning Tower. On Louella Parsons’s

radio show in 1948, Lancaster said that Norma was “locked up for three weeks” on her return

to base and that he had to propose “through the bars.”Not only did the different versions of the

same story conflict, they were all made up. Millions of postwar GIs could identify with such

romances, so Lancaster’s story was inflated to serve the expectations of the audience—and

with even more contradiction and confusion, to cover for the out-of-wedlock birth of the

couple’s first child. What did happen in Montecatini, according to Tomalin, was that when Burt

and Norma stayed out past the 10 p.m. curfew one night, Tomalin gave orders to the MPs that

they be returned to their respective quarters and that was that. Burt told the pretty, sympathetic

woman that he wanted four children, and she said she wanted a big family, too. She dubbed

him “H.B.L.” for Handsome Burt Lancaster, a nickname that would last between them for

years.Nine days after the Fifth Army reached the Po River, General von Vietinghoff conceded

unconditional surrender of all German forces in Italy and on May 8 the end of the war in

Europe was officially celebrated as V-E Day. The Twenty-first, which was in Ferrara on the

Adriatic to put on “Stars & Gripes” for the British Eighth Army, followed the troops’ pell-mell

rush north into lower Austria, stopping at the town of Klagenfurt, which bristled with Yugoslav

partisans eager to claim Trieste. Ordered back to Montecatini, the men dawdled along the way

in Venice. One day Burt went alone to Padua, maybe acting on an old injunction of David

Morrison, to see the Giotto frescoes already under postwar repair.In mid-June, the Twenty-first

received orders for shipment to the Pacific Theater via the United States and in August

boarded the SS Cody Victory bound for Hampton Roads, Virginia. Five days out at sea the

announcement came over the ship’s loudspeakers: Japan had surrendered, the war was over.

Lancaster and his band of entertainers arrived home just in time for V-J Day, September 2,

1945.PART TWOTHE PLAY1945 – 1960 (illustration credits p2.1)They were fun days and we

set the town on fire with every movie we did.—Burt LancasterCHAPTER THREEDiscoveryNew

York, September 1945, was an exciting place to be. Fresh currents, people back from the war,

a new order was beginning; there was a certain ferment in the air.—Irene Mayer SelznickWhen

Lancasterar home, 106th Street was a little quieter. The Second Avenue El had been torn

down. Only the Third Avenue El clattered along on its dark metal girders now. The sudden end

of the war surprised everyone and he was one of thousands of uniformed soldiers thronging

the city, choking the armed services bureaucracy, which was unable to demobilize them fast

enough. Manhattan was once again what it had been in the 1920s: the unbombed, intact

center of the free world that had won the war. Nobody knew what was coming next. Whatever it



was, it would surface in New York any minute now.Burt’s sister Jane, with a master’s degree

from Columbia Teachers’ College, was teaching locally at P.S. 113 and living at home,

unmarried, with her father in the dingy old apartment. Willie, with a law degree from St. John’s

University in Brooklyn, was now a lawyer and married to Ruth Thorkalson, a pretty Swedish girl

from the neighborhood who had often played the Virgin Mary at the settlement house

Christmas pageant. Older brother Jim was a cop. Only Burt, on a forty-five-day terminal leave,

was unsettled, as ever. Nick, who had spent most of the war doing USO shows in the Pacific

and married a fellow performer, Arlene, got him to re-sign with a Barnes & Carruthers route to

do their horizontal bar act for the coming winter.Toward the end of September Burt made a

lunch date with Norma Anderson. She had returned to New York to work as secretary to

Raymond Knight, the radio producer who had sent her off in the USO show to Italy and a

media pioneer who had originated one of the earliest comedy variety shows, The Cuckoo Hour,

in 1930 for NBC. Norma—now twenty-eight years old, unmarried, anxious to secure a happy

ending to her wartime love story—suggested that Lancaster come see her boss, a very useful

contact in the postwar job scramble, in his three-room suite on the fourth floor of the Royalton

Hotel on Forty-fourth Street.From this lunch date began one of Hollywood’s most famous star-

discovery stories. It was retold and punched up so many times it became another Horatio Alger

of the movies tale, as arbitrary as myth. In fact, Lancaster’s overnight ascent was a series of

convergences, each building on the next, of circumstance, timing, personality, street smarts,

popular yearning, and sheer dumb luck. Lancaster would say over and over again in

counterpoint to the deus ex machina spin Hollywood gave the story that when luck finally

walked into his thirty-two-year-old life, he knew exactly what to do with it.Riding up in the

Royalton elevator—still in uniform, “one hell of a good-looking soldier,” one observer recalled—

he noticed a man standing next to him putting “the mince pies on me,” street lingo for point-

blank staring. When the doors opened at the fourth floor, Lancaster walked down to Knight’s

office, the other man following behind and disappearing around the corner as soon as

Lancaster opened the door.He had barely been introduced to Knight when the phone on

Norma’s desk rang. Knight took the call and, according to one of Lancaster’s many

recollections, said dryly, “He’s right here now. Sure he’s a great actor, another Barrymore.” The

caller, the man who had seen Lancaster on the elevator, was Jack Mahor, a scout for

Broadway producer Irving Jacobs. As the pool of likely looking actors was still at its wartime

low, Jacobs wanted to know if the soldier would be interested in reading for the part of a

sergeant in A Sound of Hunting, a fall season war drama by new playwright Harry Brown.

Lancaster said sure, and Mahor rushed down the hall, handed him a script, and told him to be

at the Green Room of the Warwick Hotel on Sixth Avenue at Fifty-fourth Street at six o’clock

that evening for a reading. When he showed up, Thom Conroy was there as a friend of the

director Anthony Brown (no relation to Harry) and later claimed to have done, on the spot, “a

good advance job of selling” his army buddy to Brown. For his efforts he was on Lancaster’s

payroll as dialogue coach for the rest of his life.There were high hopes that A Sound of Hunting

would be the first postvictory dugout drama hit, another What Price Glory? The plot involved a

group of GIs modeled on the infantrymen of the Thirty-fourth Division of General Clark’s Fifth

Army who are squeezed into one room of a bombed-out house on the outskirts of Monte

Cassino and must decide whether to save one of the group who is stranded, perhaps dead, out

in the no-man’s-land under the German guns. Lancaster’s Sergeant Mooney, the senior officer

on the stage, is the “mother” of his squad, propelling the action. The theme of the play is the

responsibility of each for all, all for each—cornerstone of the career to come.
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catthomas, “Best Burt biography out there!. This is the best biography of Burt Lancaster. Unlike

other biographies, the author sought out reminiscing stories from his children and last wife.

However, it also examines the bisexual rumors and onset fights. Therefore, it is a balanced

overview of a man who,in the end, represents a passionate man who grew with the American

dream in his films. His films are examined with care, and the reader appreciates his dedication

and willingness to grow. After reading this, I found that not only did I appreciate his films, but I

also liked the man and actor.”

Jeanajoan, “An American original, for sure.. I doubt I would have liked Burt if I had known him,

but this is a comprehensive overview of his life and career. I think his character in The

Swimmer was very close to the “real” Burt.”

history fan, “strictly show business biog. if your a big fan of lancaster then this will be a good

read assuming you haven't covered the story once already. written in a informative, show

business friendly kind of way, apart from his early life and a few asides about family and other

outside work commitments, this book is all about the films and work of Mr. Lancaster. It's long

but an easy read for a fan like me, I enjoyed it, could fly through the boring bits and extract

what nuggets of information that any research might have thrown up. Only knowing Lancaster's

film work this was interesting stuff for me, though its fairly frothy really as a read but that

doesn't harm the product. Loses one star for lack of intellectual engagement, but good on

humour, tidbits, brio and of course the movies, However I feel there is a better book to be done

on this subject if its not already too late with many of the main players lost to us but for their

marvellous work in the movies which after all is what counts doesn't it? if not this book is

maybe not for you.”

Kujifanya Jina, “Excellent scholarship and insight in the life of the brilliant, troubled film great. In

recent years Hollywood has come under re-examination by writers who look behind the public

relations spin and detail the truth of those who rose to great fame at film heroes. Just like Scott



Allen Nollen's "Three Bad Men: John Ford, John Wayne, Ward Bond," Richard Douglas

Jensen's "When The Legend Became Fact - The True Life of John Wayne," Scott Bowers' "Full

Service" and Henry Bushkin's "Johnny Carson," this book delves deeply into the psyche of its

protagonist and finds great pathos and insight. Burt Lancaster was a beautiful golem, the

author posits, as complex emotionally and mentally as any actor of his period, but also

possessed of striking physical attributes and beauty. A kid from the streets of New York,

Lancaster ran away to the circus and found fame, movie stardom, and a world of opera,

politics, film and music that turned him into a brooding, complex artiste. Buford soft-pedals

Lancaster's bisexuality, focusing on his chaotic personal life and his devotion to his work, and

to civil rights. Lancaster's brave opposition to the blacklist of Hollywood in the 1950s, and the

terror campaign of Sen. Joe McCarthy, is covered in great detail. A truly superb film biography,

Burt Lancaster: An American Life is a must read for anyone who wants the true story of this

film legend.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “From Athlete to Actor - The Best of Both. This book captures the reader's

interest throughout as it relates the fascinating life and career of one of the world's most

revered and and beloved cinema giants. From reel to real, from nothing to everything, Burt

Lancaster lives the American dream. His story parallels America's story. He earned everything

he achieved while entertaining and enriching decades of fans, leaving a legacy of how it should

be done to his industry peers and to us all.”

Michael Hetherington, “A leader among men.. Perhaps one of the best biographies I have read

recently, it covered in depth The life of Burt Lancaster from his beginnings in new York up till

his sad ending as he suffered a fate he always feared A Stroke which debilitated him for four

years until he finally died. This book gives us a insight into his hard upbringing and his eventual

venture into the Circuses with his lifelong friend Nick Cravat and how made the break into film

by accident as he was mistakes for an actor in an elevator. From his initial shot on film it was

only going one way , up. It also allows us see the many sides of the great actor from carving

and compassionate to dominating and ruthless a man of many sides, but most of all honest is

the word that best describes this Hollywood legend.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Interesting man, superbly written. Interesting biography, great story well

told. Well researched and written. Fascinating when Burt at his career peak, studio and

independents system. Recommended for anyone wanting to see beyond the BL film archive,

professional and private.Sought this out after watching The Swimmer, what lay behind it?”

drjonty, “A great read. Loved this book. What a marvelous portrait of a complicated actor. I've

always loved Lancaster but this sent me back to his movies.”

serendipity, “Fantastic book. A really good read it certainly informed you in depth about Burt

Lancaster what a nice and fair man he was and such a good actor”

david cuthbertson, “A LIFE OF SWINGS AND ROUNDABOUTS. A WELL WRITTEN BOOK

THAT SHOWS BOTH SIDES OF A MERCURIAL SPIRIT.AS IN THE LIFE OF GREGORY

PECK HIS GOOD LOOKS SERVED HIM WELL BUT HE FOUND IT HARD TO BALANCE

FAME AND  FORTUNE WITHHIS FAMILY LIFE!!”

The book by Kate Buford has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 201 people have provided feedback.
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